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23
24

I, Jeffrey T. Belton, declare as follows:

25

1.

I am an attorney licensed to practice law in the State of California and

26 before this Court and am of counsel with Trujillo & Winnick, LLP. This declaration
27 and its attached exhibits are submitted in support of Plaintiffs’ concurrently filed
28
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DECLARATION OF JEFFREY T. BELTON IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR AWARD OF
ATTORNEYS’ FEES, LITIGATION EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION COSTS

1 Motion for Award of Attorneys’ Fees, Litigation Expenses, and Settlement
2 Administration Costs. The following facts are within my personal knowledge and, if
3 called as a witness herein, I could and would competently testify thereto.
2.

4

The Settlement, which was negotiated between Plaintiffs Pamela Carter,

5 Deborah Martin, Christine Morales, Stanley Caraker, Stanley Nicks, Michaela Vecht,
6 Bert Schorling, Jeanette Breiten, Raymond Bachar, Katherine Mitchell, Stephanie
7 Castro, Bruce Hinsley, and Arlene Pounds (“Plaintiffs”) and Defendants Strategic
8 Equity Group; Christopher Kramer; Shoreline Capital, Inc.; Edgewater Capital, LLC
9 (“Defendants”), is fair and reasonable, and it provides substantial and immediate
10 benefits to the class members.
3.

11

My colleagues and I have been actively involved in this litigation since

12 approximately June of 2015, several months before the Federal Court Action
13 (addressed and defined below) was filed.

Our firm has devoted significant

14 professional time to pursuing relief on behalf of the class. In calculating Class
15 Counsel’s lodestar for purposes of this fee application, we began with all the time
16 keepers’ raw records, then carefully reviewed all individual entries to ensure none
17 were erroneous, duplicative, excessive, or administrative, and cut a number of hours
18 as a result. In addition, no travel time was billed even though I traveled to and from
19 Bakersfield to meet with class representatives on multiple occasions.

Most

20 importantly, I also removed the time I spent litigating issues relating to the claims
21 against the Federal Court Action Defendants, as those hours were considered in the
22 Federal Court Action.
4.

23

Time spent preparing this motion and the numerous accompanying

24 attorney declarations has not been included in Class Counsel’s billing records.
5.

25

Below is a table listing the name, title, hours worked, requested billing

26 rate, with lodestar of each professional who worked on this matter on behalf of the
27 class.
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1
2

Timekeeper

Title

Hours

3

Anthony Trujillo
Alex Winnick
Jeffrey Belton
Stephanie Belton
Total Lodestar

Partner
Partner
Partner
Paralegal

46.0
46.9
72.43
9.50
174.83

4
5
6

Requested
Hourly Rate
$400
$375
$475
$95

Lodestar
$18,400.00
$17,587.50
$34,404.25
$902.50
$71,294.25

7
8

6.

All of the time expended in this action was reasonable and necessary.

9 Furthermore, between now and the close of settlement administration, our firm will
10 devote additional time and resources to this case, including working with Simpluris,
11 Inc., the Settlement Administrator, communicating with class members, preparing the
12 motion for final approval, attending the final approval hearing, and overseeing post13 approval administration. However, Class Counsel will not seek reimbursement of
14 these additional fees.
15

7.

Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 1 is a detailed billing report for

16 my time spent litigating against these Defendants. Attached as Exhibits 2 and 3 to
17 this Declaration are detailed billing reports for the hours worked by Alexander H.
18 Winnick and Anthony W. Trujillo, respectively, who have also filed their own
19 declarations in support of the Motion.
20

8.

One paralegal performed work on behalf of the class. Stephanie Belton

21 has worked as a paralegal since 2009 and meets all the requirements established for
22 paralegals pursuant to the California Business and Professions Code § 6450. Her
23 primary tasks during the case involved preparation of documents for filing,
24 communicating with the Representative Plaintiffs, preparing databases for the
25 settlement administrator, and assisting in the preparation of declarations for the Class
26 Representatives. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 4 is a detailed billing report
27 of Stephanie Belton’s time.
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1

9.

Class Counsel also incurred substantial, recoverable litigation costs in

2 the successful prosecution of this case.

Class Counsel incurred $11,526.87 in

3 expenses on this case for the following purposes:
4

Date

5

1/1/2016

6

7/27/2016

7
8
9

10/14/2016
10/19/2016
11/18/2016

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

11/30/2016
1/16/2017
1/16/2017
4/3/2017
4/3/2017
6/7/2017
6/7/2017
9/11/2017
1/8/2018
1/9/2018
1/9/2018
2/13/2018
4/17/2018

22
23

8/30/2018

24

9/12/2018

25

9/12/2018

26
27

9/12/2018
12/4/2018

Description
Expert Adam Minow Regarding review of
ESOP records and Analysis
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order # 3439435
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order #10610849
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - SEG Service of Summons
Carr Legal Media Inc. [Fees paid to
videographer to obtain interviews of Class
Representatives for mediation presentation,
review and editing of deposition footage of
Kramer for use in mediation, organization
and digitization of documents produced by
SEG Defendants for use in mediation.]
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - E - Filing Fee # 261836.
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order # 11735950.
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order # 12259454.
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order # 12289067.
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order #12289067.
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order # 12304425.
Client Expense - Courtcall

Amount
$3,650.00
$1,435.00
$9.95
$86.00
$75.00

$5,000.00
$116.00
$86.00
$86.00
$86.00
$116.00
$86.00
$116.00
$94.00
$40.00
$116.00
$74.76
116.00
$16.20
$16.20
$61.56
$14.20
$86.00
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1

1/2/2019

2
3

10.

Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal
Order # 12302237.
$60.00
TOTAL EXPENSES $11,526.87

I have reviewed a detailed spreadsheet of expenses and bills for this case

4 maintained by Trujillo & Winnick and they accurately reflect the litigation costs
5 incurred. Most importantly, the litigation expenses above are not duplicative of any
6 of the costs awarded by the court in the Federal Court Action.
7

11.

Class Counsel incurred these costs with no assurance they would be

8 repaid. The expenses incurred are standard in prosecuting a civil lawsuit of this type
9 and are the type of expenses typically billed by attorneys to paying clients in the
10 marketplace. Attached to this Declaration as Exhibit 5 is a copy of the detailed
11 spreadsheet of expenses incurred by Trujillo & Winnick in this case.
12

12.

Class Counsel will incur future costs in preparation for the final approval

13 hearing, such as copy costs, legal research, and delivery charges; however, Class
14 Counsel will not seek reimbursement of these additional expenses.
15

13.

Below is more detailed information regarding the factual and procedural

16 history of this case, the proposed settlement, information on the experience of Class
17 Counsel, our hourly rates and hours spent, the prevailing market rate for attorneys
18 practicing in the community on ERISA/breach of fiduciary duty matters and complex
19 class actions in this district, and the success of this litigation.
20
21

FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY OF THE FEDERAL COURT

22

ACTION AND THIS ACTION

23

14.

This matter was initially filed in Federal Court on September 17, 2015 in

24 the United States District Court- Central District of California- Southern Division
25 (Case No. 8:15-cv-01507-JVS-JCG) (the “Federal Court Action”). The Federal
26 Court Action was filed against these Defendants, as well as 4 other parties- William
27 Davies, Richard Davies, San Pasqual Fiduciary Trust Company, and Fleet Card Fuels
28
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1 (collectively, the “Federal Action Defendants”).

Plaintiffs sought to recover

2 compensation from these Defendants and the Federal Court Defendants for the
3 alleged fiduciary breaches, under both ERISA and state law.
4

15.

At all times, Defendants, and each of them, were represented by Manuel

5 D. Balam of Cruser, Mitchell, Novitz, Sanchez, Gaston & Zimet, LLP. William
6 Davies, Richard Davies and Fleet Card Fuels were represented by Robert Guite of
7 Sheppard Mullin. San Pasqual Fiduciary Trust Company was represented by Eric
8 Schneider and Carlton Burch of Anderson, McPharlin & Conners LLP. Cruser,
9 Mitchell, Novitz, Sanchez, Gaston & Zimet, LLP is a well-respected firm that
10 specializes in defending professional liability claims like those asserted against the
11 Defendants in this case.

Defendants and their counsel felt very strongly about

12 Defendants’ ability to obtain a denial of certification and to prevail on the merits.
13

16.

During the Federal Action, Defendants filed three (3) Motions to

14 Dismiss in the Federal Court Action, two of which were opposed by Plaintiffs and
15 ruled on by the Federal Court. All parties also produced their initial disclosures.
16 Plaintiffs, these Defendants, and Federal Court Action Defendant San Pasqual also
17 participated in a first mediation presided over by Eugene Moscovitch, Esq. on March
18 18, 2016. The parties made limited progress during this first all-day mediation
19 session. No settlement was reached and litigation continued.
20

17.

On June 27, 2016, more than nine (9) months after the Federal Court

21 Action was originally filed, the Federal Court dismissed all claims by Plaintiffs
22 against these Defendants in the Third Amended Complaint for lack of pendant
23 jurisdiction under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(1), without prejudice. The
24 District Court ruled that the relationship between Plaintiffs and Defendants was not
25 governed by ERISA.

After making this finding, the Federal Court declined to

26 exercise jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ remaining state law claims.
27

18.

On July 26, 2016, Plaintiffs filed the above titled class action lawsuit

28
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1 against Defendants before this Court (the “Action”). Plaintiffs sought to recover
2 compensation from the Defendants under state law for their alleged fiduciary
3 breaches and improper valuation of Plaintiffs’ ESOP shares. At the same time,
4 Plaintiffs continued to litigate the Federal Court Action against the Federal Court
5 Defendants.
6

19.

Class Counsel began the discovery process while the claims against

7 these Defendants were pending in Federal Court. The parties completed all required
8 Federal Court disclosures, and also informally exchanged hundreds of pages of
9 documents. Class Counsel also took the deposition of Defendant Christopher Kramer
10 on August 23, 2016.
11

20.

On December 14, 2016, Plaintiffs, Defendants, and all of the Federal

12 Court Action Defendants participated in a second mediation, this time before Robert
13 Meyer of JAMS. Mr. Meyer is a nationally renowned mediator specializing in class
14 action cases involving ERISA and breach of fiduciary duty claims. The parties
15 exchanged multiple offers and counteroffers during the mediation, but no settlement
16 was reached.

The settlement amount of $100,000 between Plaintiffs and these

17 Defendants was the result of a mediator’s proposal from Mr. Meyer that the parties
18 ultimately accepted.

Mr. Meyer was also able to achieve settlements between

19 Plaintiffs and the Federal Action Defendants through additional confidential mediator
20 proposals.

The Federal Court Action stipulation of settlement and release was

21 executed in approximately June of 2017. The Stipulation of Settlement and Release
22 in this Action was not executed until approximately February of 2018.
23

21.

The Federal Court granted Final Approval of the Federal Court Action

24 on February 28, 2018.
25

22.

Plaintiffs initially filed their Motion for Preliminary Approval of Class

26 Action Settlement in this Action on February 13, 2018.

Following correction

27 requests from the Court, Plaintiffs filed a corrected Motion for Preliminary Approval
28
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1 on January 24, 2019. On February 4, 2019, the Court granted Plaintiffs’ Motion for
2 Preliminary Approval.

That day the Court also issued an order preliminarily

3 approving the settlement and providing for notice. The settlement administrator is
4 currently preparing to disseminate the class notice as directed. Plaintiffs will soon
5 file a motion for final approval of the settlement.
6

23.

Plaintiffs obtained a $562,500 gross settlement from the Federal Court

7 Action Defendants and $100,000 from Defendants in this Action. In total, Class
8 Counsel obtained $662,500 in total gross proceeds for the Plaintiff Class, which
9 constitutes approximately $3.19 per share ($662,500 / 208,000 shares = $3.19 per
10 share), representing more than the amount that the shares were originally redeemed
11 for.
12

24.

The class member shares were originally redeemed for only $2.78 per

13 share. The total gross proceeds represent approximately forty two percent (42%) of
14 the alleged Total Class Loss. Plaintiffs alleged that their shares should have been
15 valued at $10.32 per share as that was the previous valuation provided by these
16 Defendants. ([$10.32-$2.78 previously received] x 208,000 shares = All Defendants’
17 combined potential exposure of $1,568,320.00).
18
19
20

THE FEDERAL COURT ACTION SETTLEMENT AND APPROVAL
25.

Plaintiffs obtained a $562,500 gross settlement from the Federal Court

21 Action Defendants on behalf of the Plaintiff Class, which was certified for the
22 purposes of settlement.
23

26.

In the Federal Court Action, Hon. James V. Selna of the Central District

24 Court granted Class Counsel a fee award of 33.3% of the gross settlement amount in
25 that matter, using the “percentage of the fund” method. The Federal Court found
26 that, based on (1) the results achieved, (2) the risks involved, (3) skill of counsel and
27 contingent fees, (4) results in similar cases, (5) reaction of the class, all five factors
28
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1 support Class Counsel’s requested award of 33.3%. (A copy of Judge Selna’s Order
2 Granting Plaintiff’s Motion for Class Action Settlement and Motion for Attorney
3 Fees is attached as Exhibit A to the Request for Judicial Notice, filed concurrently
4 with Plaintiffs’ Motion and this Declaration). (RJN, ¶ 1, Exhibit A, pg. 14 ).
5

27.

The Federal Court next performed a Lodestar Cross-Check, found that

6 the requested award was significantly less than the attested lodestar, and that
7 “awarding one-third of the Settlement Amount in attorneys’ fees is justified.” (RJN,
8 ¶ 1, Exhibit A, pg. 19). Specifically, the Federal Court awarded the following rates to
9 Class Counsel after finding them to be reasonable: Jeffrey T. Belton ($475), Anthony
10 W. Trujillo ($400), and Alexander H. Winnick ($375), and [paralegal] Stephanie
11 Belton ($95). (RJN, ¶ 1, Exhibit A, pgs. 17-18). The Federal Court also found the
12 number of hours expended by Class Counsel to be reasonable. (RJN, ¶ 1, Exhibit A,
13 pg. 9).
14

28.

As Judge Selna acknowledged, Class Counsel “removed hours spent

15 litigating issues relating to the claims against SEG….” from their fee request in the
16 Federal Action. (RJN, ¶ 1, Exhibit A, pg. 9). In this matter, Class Counsel has
17 likewise removed any time spent litigating issues relating to the claims against the
18 Federal Action Defendants in seeking fees and costs.
19

29.

In the Federal Court Action, Class Counsel was granted a reimbursement

20 of $15,859.00 in costs. (RJN, ¶ 1, Exhibit A, pg. 18). This amount is based on
21 $6,433.33 in mediation fees, $906.90 in filing and service fees, $67.06 in postage
22 charges, $298.11 in copy charges, $503.60 in legal research costs, and $7,650.00 for
23 the accounting expert. As these costs have already been reimbursed, Class counsel is
24 not seeking them in this case.
25
26
27

PROPOSED SETTLEMENT
30.

A settlement has been reached with these Defendants. Pursuant to the

28
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1 terms of the settlement, Defendants will be paying $100,000 to resolve the class
2 claims. (The “Gross Settlement Amount”). All the settlement terms are contained in
3 the parties’ Stipulation of Settlement (the “Settlement”), a copy of which is attached
4 hereto as Exhibit 6.
5

31.

According to the Settlement, the following payments will be made from

6 the Gross Settlement Amount, subject to Court approval: (a) Class Counsel’s
7 reasonable attorneys’ fees in an amount not to exceed one-third (33 1/3 %) of the
8 Gross Settlement Amount (i.e., not to exceed Thirty Three Thousand Three Hundred
9 Thirty Three Dollars and thirty three cents ($33,333.33)); (b) Class Counsel’s
10 reasonable litigation costs, not to exceed Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000); (c) the
11 reasonable costs of the settlement administrator in administering the Settlement, not
12 to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000). Exhibit 6 [¶36-39]
13

32.

The proposed settlement resolves all the Plaintiffs’ and the class

14 members’ claims against the Defendants. Projected settlement amounts will range
15 from approximately $7 dollars for a class member that owned only 30 shares to more
16 than $2,286 for a class member that owned more than 10,600 shares. If all the class
17 members submitted claims, the average net settlement payment would be
18 approximately $288.

If a Class Member opts out of the settlement, that Class

19 Member must submit a valid and timely exclusion form and that Class Member’s
20 proportionate share of the Net Settlement Amount will be returned to the Defendants.
21 Exhibit 6 [¶40e].
22

33.

If 15 or more Class Members opt out, Defendants may within their

23 discretion terminate the Settlement. Exhibit 6 [¶63].
24

34.

For any funds remaining of Class Members who submit claim forms but

25 have not cashed their settlement check, those funds will be forwarded, in the name of
26 the Class Member, to the State of California, Controller – Unclaimed Property
27 Division for further handling. Exhibit 6 [¶96].
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1

35.

Additionally, the parties agreed that any reduction by the Court in the

2 amount of attorneys’ fees approved for Class Counsel shall not be a basis for
3 rendering the entire settlement voidable or unenforceable. If the Court approves a
4 fees payment of less than the amount sought, the remainder will be retained in the
5 Net Settlement Amount for distribution to the class. Exhibit 6 [¶37].
6

36.

Class Counsel does not seek reimbursement of any fees or costs it had

7 been previously awarded in the Federal Court Action.
8
9
10

EXPERIENCE OF COUNSEL, HOURLY RATES & HOURS SPENT
37.

A summary of my educational and professional background is as

11 follows: I graduated from Pepperdine University School of Law cum laude. After
12 law school, I served as a volunteer prosecutor in the office of the Ventura County
13 District Attorney. During this time, I tried numerous criminal cases to verdict. I have
14 been a member of the California Bar since 2005, and the Nevada Bar since 2006. I
15 am currently a professor of law at Pepperdine University.
16

38.

My practice focuses almost exclusively on representing plaintiffs in

17 various types of complex litigation, which has been my specialty since 2005. I am
18 experienced in complex civil litigation, particularly as it pertains to mass tort cases,
19 construction defect cases, and class actions. I have experience at both the trial and
20 appellate court levels, and have represented more than 6,000 plaintiffs in varying
21 complex cases throughout California. During the course of my career, I have worked
22 on cases that generated more than $55 million in settlements.
23

39.

Although I do not typically litigate cases on an hourly basis, I am

24 currently working on an appeal to the Ninth Circuit for $500 per hour.
25

40.

On May 10, 2018, Judge Mathew P. Guasco, awarded me $400 per hour

26 for prevailing on an Anti-SLAPP motion in a non-complex case (Hamm vs. Burcar,
27 et al., Ventura County Superior Court Case No. 56-2017-00503274).
28
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1

41.

The vast majority of my cases are handled purely on contingency. For

2 example, in 2012 I was retained to represent a homeowners’ association in a complex
3 litigation case against approximately 30 defendants that included the developer and
4 subcontractors that constructed a high-end condominium complex in Studio City
5 (13004 Valleyheart Homeowners Association vs. Valleyheart Residential, LLC, et al.,
6 Los Angeles County Superior Court Case No. EC058353). The litigation of this case
7 took several years and resulted in a substantial settlement for the HOA. While this
8 case was handled on a contingency basis, I earned approximately $950 per hour for
9 my work on behalf of the HOA. The contingency rates I have negotiated on my cases
10 range from 28.5% to 40%.
11

42.

From 2010 to 2014 I litigated a federal civil rights class action against

12 the City of Fresno entitled Meyers, et al. vs. City of Fresno, et al. (Eastern District of
13 California Case No. 1:10-CV-02359-LJO-SKO). This case resulted in a settlement
14 that required the Fresno City Council to repeal a resolution that had been used
15 unconstitutionally by City of Fresno employees against the members of the class and
16 to pay attorneys’ fees. As the City of Fresno agreed to repeal the resolution while my
17 motion for class certification was pending, there was no finding by the court
18 establishing my hourly rate. However, the attorneys’ fees paid by the City of Fresno
19 were based on the rate of $400 per hour, which was a rate typically awarded in class
20 actions in the Eastern District at that time.
21

43.

In July of 2006, I was awarded $250 per hour by the Ventura County

22 Superior Court in Case No. SC045617 for prevailing on an Anti-SLAPP motion.
23 This award was during my first year as an attorney and was more than 12 years ago.
24

44.

Based on my experience, the amounts I have earned in other cases, the

25 rates typically awarded in similar class actions, and Judge Selna’s recent award in the
26 Federal Court Action, I am requesting a rate of $475 per hour in this case.
27

45.

In addition to my complex litigation and class action experience,

28
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1 Anthony Trujillo and Alex Winnick have substantial experience litigating
2 shareholder derivative actions and claims by shareholders against corporate officers
3 and directors. They have successfully handled numerous fraud, breach of fiduciary
4 duty, and fraudulent conveyance matters. They are currently handling breach of
5 contract actions regarding asset purchase agreements, which require valuations of the
6 underlying businesses.

Mr. Trujillo also has a master’s degree in business

7 administration with a concentration in finance. Mr. Trujillo has been licensed since
8 2007 and Mr. Winnick has been licensed since 2005. They both graduated from
9 Pepperdine University School of law. Mr. Trujillo’s current billing rate is $400 per
10 hour and Mr. Winnick’s billing rate is $350/375 per hour. Additional information
11 regarding their experience and rates are set forth in their separate declarations.
46.

12

The work performed in both this case and in the Federal Court Action

13 was managed in a manner designed to most effectively utilize the combined skills
14 and attorney power of Class Counsel, while avoiding duplication of efforts involved
15 with the Federal Class Action Defendants. Class Counsel’s time and labor in its
16 litigation against these Defendants involved drafting pleadings, engaging in
17 significant motion practice, propounding discovery on Defendants, communicating
18 with and gathering information from Plaintiffs, conducting interviews of Class
19 Members, conducting legal research, and reviewing and analyzing documents
20 produced by Defendants.

Specifically, Class Counsel filed two complaints and

21 initiated two actions, one against these Defendants and the Federal Defendants in
22 Federal Court, and one against these Defendants in State court. Class Counsel
23 reviewed and analyzed three F.R.C.P 12b(6) Motions to Dismiss filed by these
24 Defendants, opposing two.1

Class Counsel conducted discovery, including

25
26

1

One motion to dismiss filed by Defendants in the Federal Court Action was
27 declared moot following a Federal Court ruling on a Federal Court Defendant’s
motion.
28
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1 propounding and reviewing the initial disclosures under the F.R.C.P., deposing
2 Defendants’ principal, Christopher Kramer, and propounding Requests for
3 Admission.

Class Counsel spent significant time meeting and conferring with

4 opposing counsel, drafting the Settlement Agreement, and seeking and obtaining
5 Preliminary Approval. Class Counsel has also devoted time to communicating with
6 and assisting the settlement administrator.
7

47.

While Plaintiffs believe the claims in this case are solidly grounded and

8 were prepared to litigate this case to trial, Plaintiffs were likewise cognizant of the
9 risks associated with proceeding. If the parties continued to litigate this case, both
10 sides would need to spend tens of thousands of dollars on witness depositions,
11 experts, summary judgment motions, and pre-trial preparation.

Indeed, Class

12 Counsel was faced with exponentially increasing expert costs and no guarantee those
13 expenses could ever be recovered. Litigating through trial and any appeals would
14 present significant risks to the Class and Class Counsel. Additionally, there still
15 exists the risk that the class would not be certified.
16

48.

Class Counsel undertook extensive investigation, analysis, and research

17 prior to filing the cases and during the litigation. Class Counsel took steps to prepare
18 the cases for class certification, and had every intention of taking the cases to trial on
19 a class-wide and/or representative basis if these Defendants did not offer an
20 appropriate class-wide settlement.
21

49.

Given the inherent risks and uncertainties, Class Counsel filed this

22 lawsuit with the expectation that, if the lawsuit were successful, Class Counsel would
23 receive a premium to account for the risk of nonpayment.
24

50.

The hours worked are provided to the Court in detail in the concurrently

25 filed Declarations of Class Counsel.

The lodestar does not include all hours

26 expended on this case as Class Counsel exercised billing judgment regarding the
27 hours worked. Class Counsel further avoided duplicative billing, not just between its
28
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1 work among both actions, but also among Class Counsel. For matters worked on by
2 more than one Class Counsel attorney, the billing was allocated and divided amongst
3 the attorneys.
51.

4

As shown in the attached billing records, Class Counsel conducted

5 motion work, document review, as well as discovery. They engaged in significant
6 law and motion and attended two all day mediations with these Defendants (which
7 are not included in the billing here). Class Counsel further prepared a Motion for and
8 obtained Preliminary Approval of the Settlement.

Class Counsel will have to

9 perform additional work on the case to obtain final approval, however, Class Counsel
10 does not include an estimation of those hours with its billing, nor does it include
11 those hours spent in preparing this Motion.
52.

12

Class Counsel obtained a very favorable, if not exceptional, settlement.

13 The total value of the Settlement is $100,000. However, in viewing the settlement
14 with the Federal Court Action settlement, Class Counsel obtained a total gross
15 settlement for the Plaintiff Class of $662,500. This constitutes approximately $3.19
16 per share, representing more than the amount that the shares were originally
17 redeemed for.2 The total gross proceeds represent approximately forty two percent
18 (42%) of the Total Class Loss.
53.

19

In this case, the requested hourly billing rate for Jeffrey T. Belton is

20 $475.00; the requested hourly billing rate for Anthony W. Trujillo is $400.00; and the
21 requested hourly billing rate for Alexander H. Winnick is $375.00. Class Counsel’s
22 rates are based on each attorney’s position, experience level, and location. These
23 rates are reasonable because they are consistent with (1) Class Counsel’s customary
24 rates and (2) the rates allowed in other similar cases and class actions in this district.
25 These rates were also approved by Judge Selna in the Federal District Court Action.
54.

26
27
28

2

Class Counsel took this case on a wholly contingent basis. This

$662,500 / 208,000 shares = $3.19 per share.
15
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1 commitment of time and resources was a very significant risk for a small law firm.
2 Given the inherent risks and uncertainties, Class Counsel filed this lawsuit with the
3 expectation that, if the lawsuit were successful, Class Counsel would receive a
4 premium to account for the risk of nonpayment. Despite this fact, Class Counsel’s
5 fee request is significantly less than the lodestar amount.
6

55.

Class Counsel has cross-checked its billing records submitted in this

7 Action versus those billing records submitted in the Federal Court Action to confirm
8 that no billing time was duplicated.
9

56.

For any instance where time litigating both matters was submitted in the

10 Federal Court Action, the same time has not been submitted in this Action to support
11 Class Counsel’s fee request and the Lodestar crosscheck.
12

57.

For example, Class Counsel billed its time from both mediations in their

13 fee request in the Federal Court Action, and therefore, no time for the mediations is
14 included in this fee request.
15
16

PREVAILING MARKET RATES
58.

In my opinion and experience, Class Counsel’s requested billing rates

17 are commensurate with (if not below) the billing rates of attorneys with similar skill
18 and experience in class action and ERISA/Breach of Fiduciary Duty litigation in the
19 Central District of California and Los Angeles area.
20

59.

I have conducted significant research into the billing rates approved for

21 attorneys handling class actions and cases similar to this with comparable experience
22 in this district. With regard to class actions, Class Counsel’s requested rates are
23 consistent with, or below, the range accepted by courts in the Los Angeles area.
24

60.

Thirty-three and one-third percent (33.3%) of the common fund is also

25 reasonable because it is at the low end of the market rate for contingency fees. See
26 Lealao, 82 Cal. App. 4th at 47 (“attorneys providing the essential enforcement
27 services must be provided incentives roughly comparable to those negotiated in the
28
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1 private bargaining that takes place in the legal marketplace”). The negotiated fees
2 reflect the market rate for fees in two ways. First, the fees representing thirty-three
3 and one-third percent (33.3%) of the recovery reflects the rate negotiated in “typical
4 contingency fee agreements [which] provide that class counsel will recover 33% if
5 the case is resolved before trial and 40% if the case is tried.” Fernandez v. Victoria
6 Secret Stores LLC, 2008 U.S. Dist LEXIS 123546, *55-57 (C.D. Cal. July 21, 2008)
7 (citing an academic study collecting contingency fee agreements and finding that a
8 fee award constituting 34% of the fund is reasonable on that basis).
9

61.

Class Counsel’s requested rates are also significantly less than those

10 rates identified in the 2014 National Law Journal for the Los Angeles area. See,
11 Billing Rates Across the Country, NAT’L LAW J. (Jan. 13, 2014), available at
12 http://www.nationallawjournal.com/id=1202636785489/Billing-RatesAcross-the13 Country?slreturn=20160307095654 (providing rates reported by Los Angeles based
14 firms in 2014 as follows):
15
16

Firm

Partner Rates

Associate Rates

17

Sheppard Mullin

$490-$875

$275-$535

18

(Counsel for Davies in

19

the Federal Action)

20

Irell & Manella

$800-$975

$395-$750

21

Manatt Phelps

$640-$795

n/a

22

O’Melveny & Meyers

$615-$950

n/a

23

Jeffer Mangels

$560-$875

n/a

24
25

62.

Lastly, the Laffey Matrix states that the rates for attorneys with similar

26 experience to Class Counsel (10 years or more) are $556-$661 per hour in 2015,
27 when this case was first filed.
28
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1

63.

In my opinion, these rulings and independent data sources strongly

2 suggest that the rates requested by Class Counsel in this case are reasonable.
3
4
5

CLASS COUNSEL’S COSTS AND SETTLEMENT ADMINISTRATION

6

COSTS

7

64.

Class Counsel have collectively incurred $11,526.87 in litigation costs

8 and expenses in this Action.
9

65.

Class Counsel does not seek reimbursement of any costs previously

10 awarded in the Federal Court Action.
11

66.

Class Counsel incurred costs related solely to this Action and these

12 Defendants, and not the Federal Action, such as filing fees. Class Counsel also
13 incurred costs related to these Defendants during the time Defendants were parties to
14 the Federal Court Action.
15

67.

The costs that Class Counsel seek to be reimbursed for in this case relate

16 solely to these Defendants and were not previously recovered in the Federal Court
17 Action.
18

68.

Class Counsel incurred these costs with no assurance they would be

19 repaid, and the expenses incurred are standard and are the type of expenses typically
20 billed by attorneys to paying clients in the marketplace.
21

69.

Class Counsel will incur future costs in preparation for the final approval

22 hearing, such as copy costs, legal research and delivery charges, however, they will
23 not seek reimbursement of any of these expenses.
24

70.

With regard to the settlement administration costs, the amount requested

25 herein apply only to the settlement administration in this case.

The estimated

26 administration costs from Simpluris, Inc. are $9,338.00. This amount includes a
27 discount provided of $404.50.

A true and correct copy of the estimate from

28
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1 Simpluris, Inc. is attached as Exhibit 7.
2
3

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of

4 America that the foregoing is true and correct. Executed on this 6th day of March,
5 2019 at Santa Monica, California.
6
7
8 DATED: March 6, 2019

TRUJILLO & WINNICK, LLP

9
10

By:

11

Jeffrey T. Belton
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Pamela Carter, et al.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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EXHIBIT 1
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Carter, et al. vs. Strategic Equity Group, et al.
Billing Record of Jeffrey T. Belton
Date

Work

Reviewed
11/3/2015 Pleadings
First Amended
12/26/2015 Complaint Draft

Total mins. Total hrs. Description
52

0.87

170

2.83

330

5.50

26

0.43

2

0.03

120

2.00

39

0.65

Meet with Co1/28/2016 Counsel

160

2.67

Email to Co2/1/2016 Counsel
Drafted Amended
2/26/2016 Complaint

22

0.37

118

1.97

35

0.58

3

0.05

2

0.03

2

0.03

3

0.05

5

0.08

5

0.08

9

0.15

Opposition to
SEG's First Motion
1/16/2016 to Dismiss
Opposition to
SEG's First Motion
1/17/2016 to Dismiss
Email to
Videographer
1/22/2016 Ryan Carr
Opposition to
SEG's First Motion
1/24/2016 to Dismiss
Opposition to
1/25/2016 SEG's First Motion

Email from
3/7/2016 Opposing counsel
Email from
3/8/2016 Opposing counsel
Email from
3/10/2016 Opposing counsel
Email from
3/10/2016 Opposing counsel
Email from
3/10/2016 Opposing counsel
Email from
3/11/2016 Opposing counsel
Email to Opposing
4/18/2016 Counsel
Read email from
opposing counsel
4/18/2016 & respond
Email from
4/18/2016 Opposing counsel

15

0.25

Reviewed motion to dismiss filed by defendant (SEG), then
reviewed First Amended Complaint from co-counsel and advise on
changes.
Alex sent complaint draft. I reviewed the document and made
changes to FAC in response to SEG's motion.
Wrote 11 pages of plaintiffs' Opposition to Motion to Dismiss, filed
by SEG. Prepared argument sections relating to 12(b)6 Federal
Motion Standards. Prepared argument sections relating to SEG's
status as a fiduciary under federal law. Prepared argument
sections relating to state law claims if SEG is not determined to be
a fiduciary under ERISA. Prepared detailed email to co-counsel
explaining arguments developed for Opposition to Motion to
Dismiss.
Email co-counsel current version of Opposition to Motion to
Dismiss, filed by SEG defendants. Update on what needs to be
done next in preparing Opposition.
Forward information to Ryan relating to video presentation of
deposition of Kramer.

Westlaw research for Opposition to Motion to Dismiss. Research
into case law establishing viability of third party beneficiary claim.
Prepared email memorandum to co-counsel. Reviewing state law
claims regarding aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary duty.
Meeting with co-counsel in Santa Monica re Opposition to Motion
to Dismiss filed by SEG defendants and final changes. 1.2 hours
travel time not billed.
Legal research re filing requirements for opposition to SEG's
Motion to Dismiss. Prepared email to co-counsel explaining
requirements.
Began drafting new cause of action for third party beneficiary
claims to be asserted against SEG defendants.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re his proposed stipulation to
define confidentiality limits of mediation. Prepared email in
response to SEG's counsel re stipulation.
Reviewed email from Carleton Burch to SEG's counsel.
Email from Robert Guite to SEG's counsel.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re our approval to stipulation.
Reviewed email from Carlton Burch re proposed stipulation from
SEG's counsel.
Reviewed email with letter to Manuel Balam, SEG's counsel, re:
discovery time frame.

Read email from Manny re discovery extension and respond.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel, Jampol Zimet LLP with SEG's
Responses to Plaintiff's requests for admissions.
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Email from
5/12/2016 Opposing counsel
Opposition to
SEG's Second
5/21/2016 Motion to Dismiss
Opposition to
SEG's Second
5/22/2016 Motion to Dismiss

Opposition to
SEG's Second
5/28/2016 Motion to Dismiss

10

0.17

335

5.58

350

5.83

320

5.33

375

6.25

10

0.17

130

2.17

37

0.62

230

3.83

Not Billed

0.00

Not Billed

0.00

Not Billed

0.00

6

0.10

Not Billed

0.00

12

0.20

Not Billed

0.00

12

0.20

9

0.15

Opposition to
SEG's Second
5/29/2016 Motion to Dismiss
Email from
6/3/2016 Opposing counsel
Meet with Co7/15/2016 Counsel
7/23/2016 Research

Complaint against
7/23/2016 SEG
Email from Co7/26/2016 counsel
Email from Co7/26/2016 counsel
Email from Co9/2/2016 counsel
Review Court
9/9/2016 Order
Email from Co9/9/2016 counsel
Email to Co9/28/2016 Counsel
Email from Co9/28/2016 counsel
Email from
11/4/2016 Opposing counsel
Email from
11/23/2016 Opposing counsel

Reviewed email from Manny re filing of SEG's Motion to Dismiss to
Amended Complaint.
Reviewed new Motion to Dismiss, filed by SEG defendants,
reviewed third amended complaint, printed and read all the cases
cited in SEG's new motion, and began outlining arguments in
response.
Began drafting arguments relating to negligence claim and breach
of contract claim, reviewed cases on third party beneficiary claims,
reviewed Paulsen case, continued drafting points and authorities
in opposition.
Wrote additional 8 pages of points and authorities. Prepared
arguments on ERISA preemption, reviewed leading 9th circuit
cases on preemption, prepared arguments on express preemption
and conflict preemption, prepared analysis on Citibank case cited
in Motion to Dismiss.
Continued work on opposition over 2 days and emailed over
current draft to co-counsel for additional work. Opposition is
currently at 28 pages and needs to be at 25 pages or less to
comply with Federal rules. Reviewed cases on state law claims,
drafted arguments for 4th and 5th causes of action, reviewed and
revised entire opposition. Updated arguments on preemption,
updated citations, updated table of contents, updated point
headings.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re potential settlement
discussions and SEG's threat of filing a motion to compel
arbitration.
Meeting with co-counsel in Santa Monica to finalize the protective
order and prepare new SEG complaint for filing in state court. 1.5
hours travel time not billed
Reread/reviewed SEG's counsel's arguments asserted in previous
motions to dismiss filed in Federal Court case.
Reviewed draft of 25 page class action complaint. Updated
argument sections for causes of action for breach of fiduciary
duty, aiding and abetting, negligence, and negligent
mirepresentation under state law. Proofread and updated factual
section of complaint. Prepared draft of SEG complaint for filing in
state court.
Reviewed email from Alex re redlined changes to SEG complaint.
Reviewed email from Alex re explanation of filing and fees.
Reviewed email re filing documents and calendaring dates for
state court case.
Review Minute Order from court.
Reviewed email from co-counsel re Kramer deposition.
Prepared email reply to Co-Counsel re adding additional
information to Status Conference Statement.
Reviewed email re court ruling and review Status Conference
Statement
Reviewed email from Opposing Council re the copy of Kramer's
deposition
Reviewed email to SEG counsel re transcript of deposition of
Kramer and ongoing settlement discussions.
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Work on Editing
Presentation
Video of Kramer
Deposition
Email from Cocounsel
Email thread with
Co-Counsel
Email from Cocounsel
Email to CoCounsel
Email from
Opposing counsel
Email from Cocounsel

Met with Ryan Carr, videographer, to review video footage
obtained during deposition of Christopher Kramer of SEG.
Prepared summary of key points of video depo. Began organizing
video footage for use in upcoming mediation with SEG. Began
organizing documents for conversion to digital format for use in
video.
Reviewed email from co-counsel re court continuing Status
Conference to June 7, 2017.
Four emails and responses re preparation of settlement
agreement with SEG defendants.
Reviewed final settlement stipulation with SEG defendants and
reviewed all attached exhibits A-J.
Prepared email re signatures for settlement stipulation and
settlement documents.
Reviewed opposing counsel's email re settlement stipulations
exhibits A-J response
Reviewed email and documents from Co-counsel to SEG counsel re
readiness for upcoming 9-13 status hearing.
Reviewed SEG's counsel's response to previous email. Was
advised that additional counsel Landon Schwob would be assisting
Manual Balam on class certification issues.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re their review of all proposed
settlement documents.
Reviewed email and documents from SEG's counsel, class action
specialist, Landon Schwob, detailing all of their requested changes
to settlement doucments and exhibits.
Reviewed updated settlement documents and exhibits prepared
by co-counsel in response to SEG changes.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re status of settlement
agreement.
Reviewed email from co-counsel requesting update from SEG on
settlement documents.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re more requested language
for purposed judgement.
Reviewed email from SEG's counsel re their requested additional
language for purposed judgement.
Reviewed email re motion for preliminary approval for class action
settlement.

300

5.00

Not Billed

0.00

20

0.33

42

0.70

6

0.10

2

0.03

Not Billed

0.00

Email from
8/24/2017 Opposing counsel
Email from
8/30/2017 Opposing counsel

6

0.10

6

0.10

Email from
9/12/2017 Opposing counsel
Email from Co9/29/2017 counsel
Email from
10/25/2017 Opposing counsel
Email from Co10/25/2017 counsel
Email from
11/15/2017 Opposing counsel
Email from
11/15/2017 Opposing counsel
Email from
11/20/2017 Opposing counsel

50

0.83

20

0.33

5

0.08

Not Billed

0.00

5

0.08

5

0.08

6

0.10

250

4.17

6

0.10

23

0.38

Review updated declaration of Jeffrey T Belton in support of
motion for preliminary approval of class action settlement.

3

0.05

10

0.17

Review email from SEG's counsel re the settlement payment
already being received.
Review court's minute order denying motion for preliminary
approval and requiring numerous changes prior to refiling.

65

1.08

45

0.75

11/25/2016
4/5/2017
6/13/2017
6/14/2017
6/20/2017
7/7/2017
8/23/2017

Motion for
Preliminary
11/21/2017 Approval
Email to Co11/24/2017 Counsel
Motion for
Preliminary
2/13/2018 Approval
Review email from
3/22/2018 Opposing Counsel
Review Court
4/17/2018 Order
Prepared
Purposed
6/15/2018 Stipulation
Reviewed
Stipulation and
8/21/2018 Declaration

Reviewed current draft of motion for preliminary approval and
numerous supporting documents. Updated points and authorities
and declarations and support. Updated exhibits to motion.
Emailed co-counsel updated version of motion for preliminary
approval.

Drafted purposed stipulation for dismissal of SEG defendants
without insurance coverage and declaration in support (3 pages).
Reviewed updated stipulation for dismissal of SEG defendants
without insurance coverage and declaration in support. Reviewed
changes from SEG's counsel.
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8/23/2018 Draft Declaration
Response to Class
10/19/2018 Member
Email from
10/24/2018 Opposing Counsel
Email from
10/25/2018 Opposing Counsel
Review Court
12/6/2018 Order
Motion for
Preliminary
12/13/2018 Approval
Motion for
Preliminary
12/29/2018 Approval
Motion for
Preliminary
1/2/2019 Approval
Review Court
1/9/2019 Order
Motion for
Preliminary
1/11/2019 Approval
Motion for
Preliminary
1/22/2019 Approval
Review Court
2/8/2019 Order
Email to Opposing
11/2/016 Counsel

Prepared 4 page declaration in support of motion to dismiss select
defendants without prejudice.
Prepared email summary updating status of case for class
representative, Debra Martin.
Review email from SEG's counsel regarding party's stipulation to
dismiss certain defendants
Review email from SEG's counsel regarding comments by court
relating to failure of defendants to formally appear.
Review court's minute order requiring changes to motion for
preliminary approval and supporting exhibits. Calendared new
hearing date on preliminary approval.
Meeting with co-counsel in Santa Monica to review and revise
motion for preliminary approval for settlement in advance of
filing. Travel time fo 1.5 hours not billed.

67

1.12

11

0.18

6

0.10

6

0.10

15

0.25

165

2.75

146

2.43

Reviewed declaration of Alex Winnick and all attached exhibits to
be filed in support of motion for preliminary approval.

15

0.25

10

0.17

50

0.83

Review updated declaration of Jeffrey T Belton in support of
motion for preliminary approval of class action settlement.
Reviewed court's minute order re motion for preliminary approval.
Reviewed requirements for updated documents.
Reviewed updated declaration of Alex Winnick. Reviewed
updated exhibits to motion for preliminary approval drafted by cocounsel.

10

0.17

10

0.17

6

0.10

72.43

Review updated declaration of Jeffrey T Belton in support of
motion for preliminary approval of class action settlement.
Review order from court granting preliminary approval of
settlement. Calendar all upcoming court dates.
Reviewed email to Opposing Council re retrieving a copy of
Kramer's deposition
$34,405.83

EXHIBIT 2
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Date

Client

6/28/2016

Carter v. SEG

7/15/2016
7/15/2016

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

7/22/2016

Carter v. SEG

7/23/2016

Carter v. SEG

7/26/2016

Carter v. SEG

7/26/2016
7/26/2016
9/9/2016
9/19/2016
9/19/2016

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

9/22/2016
9/28/2016

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

11/4/2016

Carter v. SEG

11/27/2016

Carter v. SEG

11/28/2016

Carter v. SEG

11/29/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/2/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/3/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/4/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/5/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/5/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/6/2016
12/6/2016

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

12/6/2016

Carter v. SEG

12/6/2016

Carter v. SEG

Description
Legal research re: valuation issues with independent
financial advisors
Meet with Co-Counsel (Jeff Belton- "JB") regarding
protective order and new SEG Complaint- *not billed

Time
2.0
0.0

Prepare SEG Complaint in state court
Finalize SEG Complaint, prepare notes and outline for cocounsel JB and Anthony Trujillo ("AT")
legal research re: statute of limitations for breach of
fiduciary duty, aiding and abetting
Finalize Class Action Complaint based on research re: breach
of fiduciary duty, send changes to JB
review filing fees requirements for class action in state court*not billed

3.3

Prepare notice of related case

0.3

Prepare Notice of minute order

0.4

1.1
2.0
2.0
0.0

Prepare for CMC hearing, review file and docket

0.5

Prepare CMC Statement
Prepare Request to continue status conference, proposed
order, declaration

1.0

revise and prepare CMC Statement
Begin Review and organize documents produced from
Kramer- [apportioned for SEG]
review and prepare notes for mediation video draft[apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
prepare timeline of events for mediation brief and for
overall litigation, review docs and discovery responses,
pleadings- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
cont. prepare timeline of events for mediation brief and for
overall litigation, review docs and discovery responses,
pleadings- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
outline for mediation brief, arguments against FCF, SP and
SEG- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
preparation of mediation brief, research, review of
documents- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
preparation of mediation brief, research, review of
documents- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
Outline case information, facts, arguments for mediation
brief- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
cont' preparation of mediation brief- [apportioned for SEG]*not billed
Review video presentation, prepare notes and outline for
mediation brief- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed

0.3

review and outline Kramer depo and documents
continue preparation of mediation brief, document prep
and exhibits- [apportioned for SEG]- *not billed
continue preparation for mediation brief (meet with JB)[apportioned for SEG]- *not billed

3.5

Winnick Billing
1 of 2

1.5

0.5
0.0

0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
2.0

Date

Description

Time

Prepare Settlement Stipulation draft, prepare Notice, Claim
Form, Exclusion Form, Preliminary Approval Order,
Proposed Final Approval Order and Proposed Final
Judgment; send to JB for review

3.8

Client

6/14/2017
7/26/2017

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

9/12/2017

Carter v. SEG

11/19/2017
11/22/2017
11/27/2017

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

11/28/2017

Carter v. SEG

11/28/2017
4/17/2018

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

5/21/2018

Carter v. SEG

8/27/2018

Carter v. SEG

9/12/2018
9/12/2018
10/24/2018

Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG
Carter v. SEG

12/6/2018

Carter v. SEG

12/13/2018

Carter v. SEG

12/18/2018

Carter v. SEG

1/9/2019

Carter v. SEG

1/10/2019

Carter v. SEG

2/8/2019

Carter v. SEG

Legal research re: Complex Civil Case- guidelines
prepare notes for hearing on status conference, review
docket and file.
prepare memorandum of case status for status conference
hearing for AT

1.0

prepare Motion for Preliminary approval draft 1

1.7

prepare new draft of Motion for Preliminary approval

3.3

prepare Belton declaration in support of motion for
preliminary approval

2.0

prepare stip to continue status conference, proposed order

0.5

review Court's tentantive re: preliminary approval

0.5

review and revise Notice of Preliminary Approval and Notice
per Court's tentative
prepare Request for Approval of Dismissal with Prejudice of
Class Action Allegations against Defendants Strategic Equity
Group, Christopher Kramer, and Edgewater Capital, LLC;
Notice; Points and Authoriies; Proposed Order and Proof of
Service
prepare notice of status conference and hearing for
Plaintiff's Motion for Approval of Dismissal without
prejudice

2.0
0.9

1.5

3.7

1.0

review minute order

0.2

prepare outline for hearing for 10/25/18
review court's minute order re: motion for preliminary
approval- (duplicate)- *not billed
meeting with co-counsel JB re: Motion for prelimianry
approval, revisions- *not billed
prepare declaration in support of motion for preliminary
approval, send to JB
review court's minute order re: motion for preliminary
approval- (duplicate)- *not billed
prepared updated declaration in support of motion for
preliminary approval
review order from Court granting preliminary approval of
settlement- *not billed

1.4
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.0
0.5
0.0

Total Hours:
46.9
Rate: $375.00
LODESTAR: $17,587.50

Winnick Billing
2 of 2

EXHIBIT 3
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Date

Description

Time

Telephone conference with Jeffery Belton regarding complaint;
Read and review email from Jeffery Belton regarding same;
Legal research regarding SEG fiduciary status; Email Jeffery
Belton regarding same; Telephone conference with Jeffery
Belton regarding same; Read and review amended complaint;
Conference with Francisco Escandon regarding service; Memo
12/27/15 to file regarding same.
Telephone conference with Jeffery Belton regarding policy
demands; Read and review documents regarding exhibits;
02/08/16 Telephone conference with expert regarding same; Email
expert regarding same; Email opposing counselre - conference
call.
Travel to and from Santa Ana; Read and review pleadings and
legal research regarding motion to dismiss; Read and review
tentative ruling; Prepare outline for hearing; Appear at hearing;
02/22/16
Conference with opposing counsel Balam; Telephone
conference with JB regarding same; Telephone conference
with AW regarding same.
Leave voice message for opposing counsel Balam regarding
stipulation; Read and review email from opposing counsel
Balam regarding answer; Email opposing counsel Balam
regarding extending deadline to amend and confirming leave to
add breach of contract cause of action; Read and review email
02/25/16
from opposing counsel regarding same; Read and review
motion to dismiss filed by FCF and Davies; Memo to File and
legal research regarding same; Telephone conference with JB
regarding same; Read and review email from opposing councel
Balam regarding same.
Read, review, revise, and finalize opposition to SEG Motion to
Dismiss; Conference with Alexander Winnick regarding same;
06/06/16
Read and review pleadings and memos to file regarding same;
Prepare same for filing and file same electronically.
Read, review, revise, and finalize SEG complaint, summons
and civil case coversheet for state court matter against SEG;
07/26/16
File same with OneLegal; Telephone conference with AW
regarding same.- not billed*
Read and review emails from Carlton and Jeff regarding status
of settlement agreement; Appear telephonically at status
04/05/17 conference; Memo to file regarding same; Email to Balam
regarding same; Calendaring regarding same; Email opposing
counsel Balam regarding same.
Read and review case summary and calendaring; Email
09/11/17 opposing counsel Balam regarding status; Calendaring
regarding hearing.
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3.4

2.2

5.6

2.6

3.5

0.0

2.0

0.4

Read and review case summary and emails from opposing
counsel , including settlement agreement to prepare for
09/13/17 hearing; Appear at status conference regarding settlement.
Read and review email correspondence from opposing
counsel; Email opposing counsel; Leave voicemail message for
opposing counsel; Prepare proposed stipulation to continue;
Email opposing counsel regarding same; Read, review, revise,
01/09/18
and finalize same; File stipulation; Telephone conference with
AW regarding siputlion for Settlement; Email opposing counsel
regarding same; Read and review order from court regarding
same; Calendaring regarding same.
02/08/18

02/13/18

03/27/18

04/18/18

07/27/18

08/16/18

09/12/18

Read and review email from opposing counsel; Email opposing
counsel regarding stipulation; Calendaring regarding same.
Email opposing counsel regarding stipulation and motion for
preliminary approval; Leave voicemail message for opposing
counsel regarding same; Conference the AW regarding same;
Email opposing counsel regarding W9; Read and review
emails from opposing counsel ; Read, review, revise and
finalize notice of motion and motion including memorandum of
points and authorities; Read, review, revise and finalize
declaration of Jeffery Belton and exhibits including bookmarks
for fling; File and serve same electronically.
Read and review declarations and prepare outline for hearing;
Conference with AW regarding same; Read and review order
from court regarding same; Calendaring regarding same.
Read and review emails from opposing counsel and review
tentative; Read and review pleadings regarding same; Memo
to file regarding same; Telephone conference with JB and AW;
Telephone conference with JB and opposing counsel ; Appear
telephonically at hearing; Memo to file regarding same; Email
an calendar same.
Read and review email correspondence; Email opposing
counsel regarding stipulation.
Read and review email from opposing counsel; Email opposing
counsel regarding call; Telephone conference with Jeff
regarding resolution; Email opposing counsel ; Read and
review email from opposing counsel ; Telephone conference
with opposing counsel regarding same.
Read and review minute order regarding hearing; Telephone
conference with AW regarding same; Email AW and JB and
opposing counsel regarding same.
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2.4

3.2

0.7

3.8

2.4

3.2

0.3

1

0.8

10/25/18

11/02/18
12/13/18

01/02/19

Read and review pleadings and memo from AW; Prepare
outline for hearing regarding motion to dismiss; Read and
review tentative ruling; Travel to and from Santa Ana to appear
at hearing; Appear at hearing regarding motion to dismiss;
Read and review emails regarding same; Telephone
conference with AW regarding same; Memo to file regarding
5.4
ruling. C21
Read and review email from counsel; Read, review, revise and
finalize motion for preliminary approval; Calendering regarding
0.9
same.
Read and review order and conference with AW and JB
regarding same.
1.0
Read, review, revise and finalize supplemental filings;
Conference with AW regarding same; Check status of hearing
1.2
re Courtcall.
Total Hours
46.0
Rate
$400.00
Total $18,400.00
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EXHIBIT 4
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Carter, et al. vs. Strategic Equity Group, et al.
Billing Record of Stephanie Belton
Date

Work

Total mins. Total hrs. Description
Created table of contents and authorities.
40
0.67
Organized and prepped for filing.
9/14/2016 Motion for Class Cert
Email to Co-Counsel and
Email sent re class member list, dates, and
31
0.52
questions
6/15/2017 Simpluris
Email to clients re update and Stipulation of
11/17/2017 Email to Plaintiffs
40
0.67
Email from Stephanie
Read email from Stephanie Hernandez and
2
0.03
typed a quick reply.
11/17/2017 Hernandez
Email from Julie
Read email from Julie re her mom's missing
2
0.03
signature.
11/17/2017 (Arlene's Daughter)
Received email from Jeanette Breighten.
Email from Jeanette
Copied signature page to my file, sent a copy
5
0.08
to the attorneys, and replied that her page
11/18/2017 Breiten
Received email from Christine Morales.
Email from Christine
Copied signature page to my file, sent a copy
5
0.08
to the attorneys, and replied that her page
11/20/2017 Morales
Received email from Deborah Martin.
Email from Deborah
Copied signature page to my file, sent a copy
5
0.08
Martin
to the attorneys, and replied that her page
11/21/2017
Email from Julie
Read email from Julie re her mom's attached
5
0.08
signature, and emailed a quick received
11/26/2017 (Arlene's Daughter)
Received list of missing signatures from
Prepared for Client
Winnick. Pulled client info, compared
15
0.25
signatures received, and printed client list to
11/28/2017 Phone calls
Call to Katherine
11
0.18
Re missing signatures
11/28/2017 Mitchell
11/28/2017
11/28/2017
11/28/2017
11/28/2017

Call to Raymond Bachar
Email to Ray Bachar
Call to Bruce Hinsley
Call to Michaela Acton

11/28/2017 Email to Michaela Acton
Email from Michaela
11/28/2017 Acton
11/29/2017 Call from Bruce Hinsley
11/29/2017 Email to Bruce Hinsley

7

0.12

2
2
2

0.03
0.03
0.03

2

0.03

5

0.08

13
2

0.22
0.03

5

0.08

28

0.47

30
2

0.50
0.03

5

0.08

11/29/2017 Email from Bruce Hinsley
2/15/2018 Email to Simpluris
2/15/2018 Email to Simpluris
2/15/2018 Email from Simpluris
2/16/2018 Email from Simpluris

Re missing signature
Resent email re stipulation to Raymond
Re missing signature. Left a message.
Re missing signature
Resent email re stipulation to Michaela
Acton.
Received email from Michaela Acton. Copied
signature page to my file, sent a copy to the
attorneys, and replied that her page had
Received call back from Bruce Hinsley
Resent email re stipulation to Bruce Hinsley.
Received email from Bruce Hinsley. Copied
signature page to my file, sent a copy to the
attorneys, and replied that her page had
Email to Mike Sutherland re which services
needed for Carter vs. SEG.
Email to Mike Sutherland requesting
Email from Mike Sutherland re proposal
Email from Mike Sutherland regarding
proposal and a quick reply.

Carter, et al. vs. Strategic Equity Group, et al.
Billing Record of Stephanie Belton

2/16/2018 Email from Simpluris
2/16/2018 Email to Simpluris
Prepare docs for service
Call to Simpluris
Email from Simpluris
Email to Simpluris
Email from Simpluris
Email to Simpluris
Email from Simpluris
Email from Simpluris
Email from Simpluris
Email to Simpluris
Email from Simpluris
Email to Simpluris, Jeff,
2/26/2019 Alex, Anthony
2/26/2019 Email from Simpluris
2/20/2018
12/5/2018
12/5/2018
2/11/2019
2/11/2019
2/12/2019
2/14/2019
2/14/2019
2/15/2019
2/25/2019
2/25/2019

5

0.08

2

0.03

265

4.42

18
2
18
2
4
2
2
2
2
2

0.30
0.03
0.30
0.03
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03

16

0.27

2

0.03

570

9.50

Email from Mike Sutherland with Simpluris
estimate. Copy to file and send to attorneys.
Email to Norman with copy of signed
Prepare CAFA Notices for service.
Call to Norman re estimate and timeframe
Email from Norman responding to info
Email to Norman with signed stipulation and
Email from Norman re docs needed.
Email to Norman with requested docs.
Email from Norman re additional info
Email from Norman re my questions.
Email from Norman Re CAFA notices.
Respond to Norman re CAFA notices.
Email from Norman re additional info
Email preliminary estimates for SEG along
with spreadsheet showing potential class
Email from Norman re information received.

EXHIBIT 5
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

COST MEMORANDUM
Date
1/1/2016
7/27/2016
10/14/2016
10/19/2016
11/18/2016
11/30/2016
1/16/2017
1/16/2017
4/3/2017
4/3/2017
6/7/2017
6/7/2017
9/11/2017
1/8/2018
1/9/2018
1/9/2018
2/13/2018
4/17/2018
8/30/2018
9/12/2018
9/12/2018
9/12/2018
12/4/2018
1/2/2019

Description
Expert Adam Minow Regarding review of ESOP records and Analysis
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order # 3439435
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order #10610849
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - SEG Service of Summons
Carr Legal Media Inc.
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - E - Filing Fee # 261836.
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order # 11735950.

Amount
3,650.00
1,435.00
9.95
86.00
75.00
5,000.00
116.00
86.00
86.00
86.00
116.00
86.00
116.00
94.00
40.00
116.00
74.76

Client Expense - Courtcall

116.00

Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order # 12259454.
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order # 12289067.
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order #12289067.
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order # 12304425.
Client Expense - Courtcall
Client Expense - Filing Fee - OneLegal Order # 12302237.
TOTAL EXPENSES

16.20
16.20
61.56
14.20
86.00
60.00
$11,526.87

Cost Memorandum
Carter, et. al. v. SEG, et. al.
1 of 1

EXHIBIT 6
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

1
2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9

1O
11

CRUSER, MITCHELL, NOVITZ, SANCHEZ, GASTON & ZIMET, LLP
Manuel D. Balam, Esq. (Bar No. 236699)
mbalam@cmlawfirm.com
800 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1400
Los Angeles, California 90017
TELEPHONE: (213) 689-8500 +FACSIMILE: (213) 689-8501
Attorneys for Defendants Strategic Equity Group, et. al.

TRUJILLO & WINNICK, LLP
Anthony W. Trujillo (Bar No. 248860)
atrujillo@trujillowinnick.com
Alexander H. Winnick (Bar No. 239430)
awinnick@trujillowinnick.com
Jeffrey T. Belton (Bar No. 239443)
jeffreytbelton@gmail.com
2919 1/2 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 90405
TELEPHONE: (310) 210-9302 +FACSIMILE: (310) 921-5616
Attorneys for Plaintiffs Pamela Carter, et al.

12

13

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

14

COUNTY OF ORANGE - CIVIL COMPLEX CENTER

15
16 PAMELA CARTERri.!2,EBORAH
MARTIN CHRISTu'lb MORALES,
17 STANLEY CARAKER, STANLEY
NICKS, MICHAELA VECH'°L,!lERT
18 SCHORLING, JEANETTE BKtITE~
RAYMON D BACHAR, KATHERINr.
19 MITCHEL]:~ STEPHANIE CASTRO,
BRUCE Hu'lSLEY, ARLENE
20 POUNDS, individually and as
Representatives of AH Others Similarly
21 Situated,

STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT
AND RELEASE

Plaintiffs,

22
23

Case No.:
30-2016-00866025-CU-BT-CXC

vs.

24 STRATEGIC EQUITY GROUP;
CHRISTOPHER KRAMER·
25 SHORELINE CAPITAL INC.;
EDGEWATER CAPITAL, LLC and
26 DOES l -100, inclusive,
27

Defendants.

28
{Firm/25007/00003/S
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STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8

Plaintiffs Pamela Carter, Deborah Martin, Christine Morales, Stanley Caraker,
Stanley Nicks, Michaela Vecht, Bert Schorling, Jeanette Breiten, Raymond Bachar,
Katherine

Mitchell,

Stephanie

Castro,

Bruce

Hinsley,

Arlene

Pounds

("Representative Plaintiffs"), individually and on behalf of all others similarly
situated; and Defendants Strategic Equity Group, Christopher Kramer, Shoreline
Capital, Inc.; and Edgewater Capital, LLC (collectively "SEG") agree to resolve this
action, subject to the Court's approval, through this Stipulation of Settlement
("Settlement" or "Stipulation" or "Settlement Agreement").

9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

26
27

28

I.

DEFINITIONS

In addition to other terms defined in this Stipulation, the terms below have the
following meaning in this Stipulation:
1.

"Action" means this proceeding entitled Pamela Carter, et al. v.

Strategic Equity Group, et al., Superior Court of California, County of Orange, Civil
Complex Center; Case No. 30-2016-00866025-CU-BT-CXC.
2.

"District Court Action" means the proceeding entitled Pamela Carter, et

al. v. San Pasqual, et al., United States District Court, Central District of California,
Southern Division Case No. 8:15-CV-1507. SEG was a originally a defendant in the
District Court Action before that court dismissed Plaintiffs' claims for lack of subjectmatter jurisdiction on June 27, 2016. The remaining defendants in the District Court
Action are San Pasqual, the Davies, and Fleet Card Fuels (all defined below)
3.

"Notice" means the Court-approved notice to be mailed to Class

Members, substantially in the form of the Notice of Proposed Class Action Settlement
attached as Exhibit A and incorporated by reference herein, which, following the
Court's preliminary approval of the Settlement, the Settlement Administrator will
mail to each Class Member, explaining the Settlement terms and the claims process.
4.

"Claim Form" means the Court-approved claim form, substantially in

{Firm/25007 /00003/S
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1 the form of Exhibit B and incorporated by reference herein, that Class Members
2 (defined below) must complete, sign and timely return to the Settlement

3 Administrator (defined below) to receive a settlement payment.
4

5.

"Exclusion Form" means a form that Class Members must complete,

5 sign and timely return to the Settlement Administrator to exclude themselves from
6 this Settlement. The Exclusion Form is attached as Exhibit C.

7

6.

"Class" or "Class Member(s)" means all persons who were participants

8 m the Fleet Card Fuels Employee Stock Ownership Plan (the "ESOP") as of

9 September 28, 2012. Excluded from the class are the Defendants in this action and
10 their affiliates; the officers and directors of any defendant or of any entity in the

11 District Court Action (hereinafter defined); and the legal representatives, successors,
12 and assigns of any such excluded persons.

13

7.

"Class Counsel" means the law firm of Trujillo & Winnick, LLP.

14

8.

"Representative Plaintiffs" means Plaintiffs Pamela Carter, Deborah

15 Martin, Christine Morales, Stanley Caraker, Stanley Nicks, Michaela Vecht, Bert
16 Schorling, Jeanette Breiten, Raymond Bachar, Katherine Mitchell, Stephanie Castro,
17 Bruce Hinsley, Arlene Pounds.
18

9.

"Complaint" means the Complaint filed in this Action.

19

10.

"Court" means Superior Court of California, County of Orange, Civil

20 Complex Center.

21

11.

"SEG" means Defendants Strategic Equity Group, Christopher Kramer,

22 Shoreline Capital, Inc.; and Edgewater Capital, LLC.

23

12.

"SEG Counsel" means the law firm of Cruser, Mitchell, Novitz,

24 Sanchez, Gaston & Zimet, LLP.

25

13.

"San Pasqual" means San Pasqual Fiduciary Trust Company, defendant

26 in the District Court Action.
27

14.

"Davies" means defendants Richard Davies and William Davies,

28 defendants in the District Court Action.
{Finn/25007100003/S
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1

15.

"Fleet Card Fuels" means defendant Fleet Card Fuels, defendant in the

2 District Court Action.

3

16.

"Final Approval Order and Final Judgment" means the final order and

4 final judgment, respectively entered by the Court in this Action upon final approval
5 of this Settlement. The proposed Final Approval Order and proposed Final Judgment
6 are attached as Exhibits H and I respectively.
7

17.

"Final Approval Hearing" means the hearing that the Court conducts to

8 determine whether to finally approve and implement the Settlement.

9

18.

"Gross Settlement Amount" means the gross sums payable by SEG

10 pursuant to this Settlement of $100,000.

11

19.

"Net Settlement amount" means the Gross Settlement Amount less the

12 Court-approved amounts for Class Counsel's fees and costs, and the amounts paid to
13 the Settlement Administrator.

14

20.

"Participating Class Members" means all Class Members who submit

15 timely and valid Claim Forms.
16

21.

"Parties" means Representative Plaintiffs, and SEG. "Parties" shall not

17 include San Pasqual, the Davies, nor Fleet Card Fuels. Fleet Card Fuels ("FCF") filed
18 a Petition in Bankruptcy in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the Eastern District
19 of California under Case No. 16-11730. The Bankruptcy Trustee, Jeffrey M. Vedder,
20 abandoned FCF's claims arising out of or related to the Action pursuant to 11 U.S.C.
21 § 554(a) on April 3, 2017 thereby releasing those claims to FCF.

FCF is released

22 pursuant to the Agreement and may also release its claims arising out of related to the
23 District Court Action given the Trustee's abandonment of the claims.
24

22.

"Preliminary Approval Date" means the date of the entry of the Court's

25 order granting preliminary approval of the Settlement.
26

23.

"Settlement Administrator" means Simpluris, Inc. or any other third-

27 party administrator mutually agreed to by the Parties and approved by the Court,

28 which will perform the duties of: (a) preparing the Claim Forms for each Class
{Finn/25007100003/S
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1 Member; (b) mailing the Notice Packets (defined below) to Class Members; (c)

2 providing any notices relevant state and federal officials no later than 10 days

3 following the filing of the Motion for Preliminary Approval; (d) tracking returned
4 Claim Forms and Exclusion Letters; (e) sending cure letters, sending reminder

5 postcards, and making follow-up telephone calls to Class Members; (f) notifying the
6 Parties of timely, untimely and deficient Claim Forms and Exclusion Letters received;

7 (g) calculating the amounts due to each Participating Class Member (defined below)

8 pursuant to the Settlement; (h) notifying the Parties of, and helping to resolve, any

9 disputes regarding claims by the Class Members; (i) providing settlement payments,
10 along with IRS Forms 1099, to the Class Members and to the taxing authorities
11 (except as otherwise provided in the Settlement); (j) reporting the settlement amounts

12 of each Participating Class Member to all required taxing and other authorities;

13 (k) utilizing the National Change of Address Database maintained by the United
14 States Postal Service, mail-forwarding information and/or skip tracing methods, as

15 reasonable, to update the mailing list and taking steps to send Notice Packets to
16 current mailing addresses; (1) performing such other duties as are described herein;
17 and (m) establishing a Qualified Settlement Fund pursuant to applicable law for the
18 purpose of administering this Settlement.
19

24.

"Settlement Class Members" means all Class Members who do not

20 timely and validly opt-out and who do not submit valid and timely Claim Forms.
21

25.

"Settlement Effective Date" means the date on which the Settlement

22 embodied in this Agreement shall become effective and is the date on which all of the
23 following have occurred: (a) execution of this Agreement by or on behalf of all Parties

24 and their counsel; (b) certification of the proposed Settlement Class; (c) entry of a
25 Final Approval Order and Judgment by the Court approving this Agreement in
26 accordance with the terms herein (which terms include, but are not limited to, the
27 Court's retention of jurisdiction over the enforcement of this Agreement); and (d) the
28 expiration of the time to take any appeals or writs from such Final Approval Order
{Firm/25007/00003/S
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1 and Final Judgment, with no appeals or writs having been filed or if any appeal is

2 filed, upon the final resolution of any appeals taken from such Final Approval Order

3 and Judgment such that no further appeal or writ may be taken from it.
4

5 II.
6

RECITALS

26.

On September 17, 2015, the Representative Plaintiffs filed the District

7 Court Action naming as defendants San Pasqual, Strategic Equity Group, Fleet Card
8 Fuels, Richard Davies, William Davies, Shoreline Capital, Inc., Christopher Kramer

9 and Edgewater Capital, LLC.
10

27.

On May 12, 2016, SEG filed a motion to dismiss the Representative

11 Plaintiffs third amended complaint in the District Court Action. On June 27, 2016,

12 the district court granted in part and denied in part SEG's Motion to Dismiss,

13 dismissing without prejudice Plaintiffs claims for lack of subject-matter jurisdiction.
14

28.

On July 26, 2016, Plaintiff filed the Complaint in this Action in Superior

15 Court of California, County of Orange, Civil Complex Center, alleging against SEG
16 claims for (i) breach of fiduciary duty; (ii) aiding and abetting known fiduciary's
17 breach, (iii) intentional misrepresentation, (iv) conflict of interest in violation of
18 public policy, and (v) negligent misrepresentation.
19

29.

The Representative Plaintiffs contend in the Action that SEG was tasked

20 by the trustees representing the ESOP with providing a fairness opinion pursuant to a
21 written contract between the ESOP Trustees and SEG. The Representative Plaintiffs

22 further contend that SEG breached its fiduciary duties with regard to this fairness
23 opinion and made false representations regarding the fair value of the ESOP, which
24 allowed the trustees to redeem the shares at a price of $2. 78 per share. SEG disputes
25 that they breached any fiduciary duties or made any misrepresentations and assert that
26 they are not liable to the Representative Plaintiffs or the Class and have no liability

27 for their conduct.

28

30.

The Representative Plaintiffs and SEG participated in a mediation on
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1 March 18, 2016, which was presided over by neutral third-party mediator Eugene
2 Moscovitch, Esq. Prior to this mediation, Representative Plaintiffs provided a video

3 presentation of their claims, issued settlement demands, and provided documents to
4 SEG in a mediation protected format.

Representative Plaintiffs and SEG also

5 exchanged mediation briefs. While some progress was made towards settlement at
6 the initial mediation, the dispute between Plaintiffs and SEG was not resolved.
7

31.

The parties attended a second mediation on December 14, 2016, which

8 was presided over by neutral third-party mediator Robert Meyer, Esq. Prior to the

9 second mediation, Plaintiffs presented an updated video presentation of their claims

10 and the parties exchanged new mediation briefs. The parties negotiated in good faith
11 and exchanged offers and counteroffers throughout the day.

Plaintiffs and SEG

12 reached an agreement pursuant to a mediator's proposal issued by Mr. Meyer. At that
13 time, Plaintiffs and San Pasqual reached an agreement pursuant to a mediator's
14 proposal issued by Mr. Meyer. Subsequently, Plaintiffs and the Davies reached an
15 agreement pursuant to a mediator's proposal issued by Mr. Meyer.

The parties,

16 represented by their or its respective counsel, recognized the risk, substantial expense,
17 and time consumption in further litigating the Action and the District Court Action,
18 the parties agreed to settle the Action and the District Court Action, and all other
19 matters covered by this Stipulation of Settlement and Release ("Settlement",
20 "Stipulation" or "Settlement Agreement"). Such additional matters include a release

21 of all claims by and among SEG.
22

32.

The Representative Plaintiffs, San Pasqual, and the Davies are parties to

23 a similar Stipulation of Settlement and Release in the District Court Action.
24

33.

25 the Action.

Class Counsel has conducted a thorough investigation into the facts of
Class Counsel represents that he has met personally with class

26 representatives in Bakersfield on several occasions and has reviewed, organized, and
27 produced the documents they have pertaining to the ESOP. Class Counsel has also

28 served discovery on SEG in this Action, and in the District Court Action, and has
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1 served third party discovery on the ESOP administrator and the insurance company
2 that issued the BRISA bond. Class Counsel also deposed SEG's designee witness.

3 Class Counsel reviewed documents produced by SEG.

Based on the foregoing

4 discovery, their own independent investigation and evaluation, and the mediator's
5 proposals issued by Robert Meyer, Class Counsel is of the opinion that the Settlement
6 is fair, reasonable, and adequate and is in the best interest of the Class in light of all

7 known facts and circumstances, including the risk of significant delay, defenses
8 asserted by SEG's denial of the allegations asserted by the Plaintiffs, and potential

9 appellate issues.
10

34.

It is the mutual desire of the Parties to fully, finally, and forever settle,

11 compromise, and discharge all disputes and claims of the Class Members raised in or

12 related in any way to the Action as they relate to SEG. In order to achieve a full and
13 complete release of the released persons, the Class Members, including the
14 Representative Plaintiffs and each Class Member, acknowledge that this Settlement

15 is intended to include and resolve all claims arising out of the facts alleged in the
16 Complaint in this Action involving any act or omission on the part of SEG pertaining
17 to the ESOP.
18

35.

SEG denies any liability or wrongdoing of any kind associated with all

19 of the claims and contentions alleged in the Action, and further denies that the Action
20 is appropriate for class treatment for any purpose other than this settlement.
21 Nonetheless, SEG recogmzes that to continue to litigate the Action would be
22 protracted and expensive.

23

36.

The Representative Plaintiffs believe that the claims asserted in the

24 Action on behalf of the Class have merit and that evidence developed to date supports
25 the claims.

The Representative Plaintiffs and Class Counsel recognize and

26 acknowledge, however, the expense and length of the type of continued proceedings

27 necessary to prosecute the Action through trial and through appeals.

The

28 Representative Plaintiffs and Class Counsel have also taken into account the uncertain
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1 outcome and the risk of any litigation, especially in putative class actions such as this
2 Action, as well as the difficulties and delays inherent in such litigation.

The

3 Representative Plaintiffs and Class Counsel are also mindful of the inherent problems
4 of proof in establishing and overcoming potential defenses to the claims asserted in
5 the Action. In light of these considerations, the Representative Plaintiffs and Class
6 Counsel believe that the settlement set forth in this Agreement confers substantial
7 benefits and is in the best interests of the Representative Plaintiffs and the Class.

8
9 III.
10

TERMS OF SETTLEMENT

36.

Gross Settlement Amounts and Net Settlement Amounts : SEG will pay

11 the Gross Settlement Amount, which is the total amount that SEG shall be responsible
12 for paying under this Settlement, which is One Hundred Thousand Dollars
13 ($100,000.00). SEG agrees that Class Counsel's efforts in pursuing the claims on
14 behalf of the Class had the catalytic effect of causing them to make such payments.

15 From the Gross Settlement Amount, the following payments will be made, subject to
16 Court approval: (a) Class Counsel's reasonable attorneys' fees in an amount not to
17 exceed one-third (33 1/3 %) of the Gross Settlement Amount (i.e., not to exceed Thirty
18 Three Thousand Three Hundred Thirty Three Dollars and Thirty Three Cents
19 ($33,333.33)); (b) Class Counsel's reasonable litigation costs, not to exceed Twelve
20 Thousand

Dollars ($12,000.00); (c) the reasonable costs of the Settlement

21 Administrator in administering the Settlement, not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars
22 ($10,000.00). The remainder of the Gross Settlement Amount, after the deduction of

23 the Court-approved payments in parts (a) through (c) have been made (the "Net
24 Settlement Amount"), shall be paid out to the Class Members who submit valid and
25 timely claim forms pursuant to the procedures set forth commencing at paragraph 41
26 below.

27

37.

Class Counsel's Attorneys' Fees: Representative Plaintiffs and/or Class

28 Counsel request, and SEG does not oppose, a payment in an amount not to exceed
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1 one-third (33 1/3%) of the total of the Gross Settlement Amount (i.e., not to exceed
2 $33,333.33), from the total Gross Settlement Amount, to compensate Class Counsel

3 for all of the work already performed in this Action, the work already performed
4 regarding SEG in the District Court Action, and all work remaining to be performed
5 in this Action, including without limitation, documenting the Settlement, providing

6 any notices required as part of the Settlement, securing Court and/or appellate court

7 approval of the Settlement, ensuring that the Settlement is fairly administered and
8 implemented, and obtaining a judgment of settlement of the Action. The Parties agree

9 that any reduction by the Court in the amount of attorneys' fees approved for Class
10 Counsel shall not be a basis for rendering the entire Settlement voidable or

11 unenforceable. If the Court approves a Class Counsel attorneys' fees payment ofless
12 than the amount sought, the remainder will be retained in the total of the Net
13 Settlement Amount for distribution to Participating Class Members pursuant to the
14 procedures set forth commencing at paragraph 41 below.

15

38.

Class Counsel's Costs: Representative Plaintiffs and/or Class Counsel

16 request, and SEG does not oppose, payment to Class Counsel of their reasonable
17 litigation costs in this Action, in an amount not to exceed Twelve Thousand Dollars

18 ($12,000), from the total Gross Settlement Amount, for pro-rata costs and expenses
19 incurred by Class Counsel in prosecuting the Action and the SEG portion of the
20 District Court Action, including but not limited to, conducting discovery, travel to
21 Bakersfield for meetings and interviews with Representative Plaintiffs, consultations

22 with an accounting expert, mediation expenses, filing and service fees, and
23 implementing the terms of the Settlement, among other items. The Parties agree that
24 any reduction by the Court in the amount of litigation costs approved for Class
25 Counsel shall not be a basis for rendering the entire Settlement voidable or
26 unenforceable. If the Court approves a Class Counsel cost payment of less than the
27 amount sought, the remainder will be retained in the total Net Settlement Amount for
28 distribution to Participating Class Members pursuant to the procedures set forth in
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1 paragraph 41 below.
2

39.

Settlement Administration Costs: The costs of settlement administration

3 will be paid from the Gross Settlement Amount and SEG has no obligation to pay any
4 additional amounts for settlement administration.

SEG will not oppose

5 Representative Plaintiffs' request for an amount not to exceed Ten Thousand Dollars
6 ($10,000). If the Court approves a payment to the Settlement Administrator of less

7 than the amount sought, the remainder will be retained in the Net Settlement Amount
8 for distribution to Participating Class Members pursuant to the procedures set forth in

9 paragraph 41 below.
10

11

40.

Distribution to Class Members:
a.

Submission of Claim Forms: Only those Class Members who

12 submit timely and valid Claim Forms (the "Participating Class Members") are entitled

13 to receive settlement payments. To be timely, the Claim Forms must be submitted by
14 the deadline indicated on the Notice and Claim Form by mail, fax, or email (if mailed,
15 bearing a postmark on or before the deadline). No Claim Form will be honored if it

16 is transmitted via fax, email or postmarked more than one hundred twenty days (120)
17 days from the Preliminary Approval Date.

To be valid, Claim Forms must be

18 completed in full, signed under penalty of perjury, and returned to the Settlement
19 Administrator by the deadline as explained above.

20

b.

Calculation of Net Settlement Amount: After deducting from the

21 total of the Gross Settlement Amount the Court-approved amounts for Class
22 Counsel's fees and costs, and the settlement administration costs incurred by the

23 Settlement Administrator, the total of the Net Settlement Amount shall be paid out in
24 full to the Participating Class Members, based on the number of shares owned by
25 Participating Class Members at the time the shares were redeemed pursuant to the

26 redemption agreement.
27

c.

Through third party discovery on The Principal Financial Group,

28 Inc., the administrator of the ESOP, Class Counsel has obtained the names, addresses,
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1 and number of shares owned by the eligible Class Members. The Net Settlement

2 Amount shall be dispersed to the Participating Class Members according to the

3 number of shares they owned at the time of the redemption. Class Counsel will
4 provide the Settlement Administrator with an excel spreadsheet obtained from The
5 Principal Financial Group, Inc. that lists the Class Members and the number of shares
6 they owned as of the date the shares were redeemed. The Settlement Administrator
7 will use this information to determine the percentage of the Net Settlement Amount
8 that each Participating Class Member shall receive. This information has also been

9 provided to counsel for the SEG. The list of Class Member names and shares is
10 attached as Exhibit J.

11

d.

Every Class Member that submits a timely and valid claim form

12 will receive a settlement payment. Following the deadline for the submission of claim
13 forms, the Settlement Administrator will total up the number of shares owned by those
14 Class Members that have submitted claim forms. The Settlement Administrator will
15 then allocate the Net Settlement Amount to those Class Members that have submitted
16 claim forms pro rata according to the number of shares they owned in relation to the
17 total number of shares owned by those Class Members that have submitted claim
18 forms. For example, if at the conclusion of the claims period, the Class Members that
19 have submitted claim forms collectively owned 50,000 shares, a Class Member that
20 submitted a claim form who owned 500 shares would receive 1% of the Net
21 Settlement Amount. A Class Member that submitted a claim form and owned 1,500

22 shares would receive 3% of the Net Settlement Amount. The entire Net Settlement

23 Amount will be distributed among the Class Members that submit claim forms
24 according to this formula.
25

e.

Return of Settlement Funds: This settlement is intended to resolve

26 the claims of all Class Members. However, if a Class Member excludes themselves

27 from the settlement, by signing and returning the Exclusion Form by the deadline
28 provided by the Notice and Exclusion Form, that Class Member will not be bound by
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1 the settlement and that Class Member's share of the Net Settlement Amount shall be

2 returned to SEG. The amount to be returned to the SEG shall be determined by
3 dividing the number of shares that the Class Member requesting exclusion owned at
4 the date of the redemption by the total number of eligible shares (208,003.7698). This

5 number (which represents the percentage of the shares owned by the Class Member
6 requesting exclusion) will then be multiplied by the Net Settlement Amount to
7 determine the amount to be returned (see Exhibit J for percentages).

After any

8 reductions due to a Class Member's exclusion, the remaining Net Settlement Amount

9 shall be disbursed among those Class Members that have submitted claim forms
10 according to the formula set forth above.
11

f.

Allocation of Settlement Amounts: Participating Class Members

12 will be issued IRS Forms 1099 for the portion of the payments paid to them, and no

13 payroll or tax withholdings will be made from these payments.
14

e.

Due Date for Settlement Payments: SEG shall deliver the

15 necessary funds to the Settlement Administrator within fourteen (14) days of the
16 Settlement Effective Date. Within (4) days after receipt of the funds from SEG, the
17 Settlement Administrator shall:

(1) mail the payments to the Participating Class

18 Members; (2) mail the payment for the attorneys' fees and costs to Class Counsel;
19 and (3) pay the Settlement administration fees and costs allowed by the Court.
20

21

22 IV.
23

MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY APPROVAL
41.

Promptly upon the execution of this Settlement Agreement, the

24 Representative Plaintiffs shall file a motion for preliminary approval of the

25 Settlement:
26

a.

Scheduling a fairness hearing on the question of whether the

27 proposed Settlement should be approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate as to the

28 Class;
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b.

Approving as to form and content the proposed Notice to the

3

c.

Approving as to form and content the proposed Claim Form;

4

d.

Approving as to form and content the proposed Exclusion Form;

5

e.

Directing the mailing of the Notice, Claim Form, and Exclusion

1
2 Class;

6 Form by first-class mail to the Class Members;
7

f.

Preliminarily approving the Settlement;

8

g.

Preliminarily certifying the Class pursuant to Rule 23(b )(3) for

9 purposes of Settlement only;

10

h.

Approving Simpluris, Inc. as the Settlement Administrator;

11

1.

Preliminarily approving costs of administration payable to

12 Simpluris, Inc.

Appointing the Representative Plaintiffs as Settlement Class

J.

13

14 Representatives for settlement purposes only;

k.

15

Appointing Sett1ement Class Counse] as Class Counsel for

16 settlement purposes only; and

1.

17

Staying the Action until the Court renders a final decision on

18 approval of the Settlement.
19

42.

20

21 out" class.

For settlement purposes, Plaintiffs intend to seek certification of an "optHowever, if the Court gives the Parties guidance regarding any

22 modifications to the Settlement that the Court finds appropriate, the Parties shall work

23 together in effort to address the Court's concerns so that the settlement may be
24 approved.
25
26

27

v.

CLASS CERTIFICATION

43.

The P1aintiff will submit to the Court a proposed Pre1iminary Approval

28 Order, substantially similar to the form attached hereto as Exhibit D, that will certify
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1 the following class for settlement purposes only:

2

6

All individuals who were_partici~ants in the Fleet Card Fuels Employee
Stock Ownership Plan ("ESOP' as of September 28, 2012 and whose
names appear in the records oft e Principal Financial Grou_p as ESOP
participants as of that date. Excluded from the class are the Defendants
m this action and their affiliates; the officers and directors of any
defendant or of any entity in the District Court Action (hereinafter
defined); and the legal representatives, successors, and assigns of any
such excluded persons.

7

44.

3
4

5

Should for whatever reason the Settlement and Judgment not become

8 Final, the fact that the Parties were willing to stipulate to certification of a class as

9 part of the Settlement shall have no bearing on, or be admissible in connection with,
10 the issue of whether a class should be certified in a non-settlement context. SEG
11 expressly reserves its right to challenge the propriety of class certification for any

12 purpose in the event this Settlement is not approved in accordance with this Settlement
13 Agreement.

It is SEG's position that, if this Action were to be litigated, class

14 certification would be inappropriate.
15
16 VI.

17

NOTICE TO THE CLASS

45.

Through third party discovery on The Principal Financial Group, Inc.,

18 Class Counsel has obtained the names and last known mailing addresses of the eligible
19 Class Members.

Class counsel will provide this information to the Settlement

20 Administrator.
21

46.

Within thirty (30) calendar days after preliminary approval of the

22 settlement, the Settlement Administrator will consider any address updates provided
23 by Class Counsel, perform reasonably diligent skip tracing, and mail to all Class
24 Members, by first-class U.S. mail, the Notice and Claim Form, and a pre-addressed,
25 postage-paid envelope (collectively, ("the Notice Packet"). The Notice, Claim Form,

26 and Exclusion Form shall be in substantially the same form as Exhibit A, B and C
27 hereto, respectively, subject to the Court's approval.
28
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1

4 7.

The Settlement Administrator will perform a National Change of

2 Address (NCOA) search prior to mailing the Notice Packets and consider any address
3 updates provided by Class Counsel.

The Settlement Administrator will use all

4 standard skip-tracing devices to obtain forwarding addresses and forward returned

5 mail to ensure that the Notice Packets are sent to all Class Members. With respect to
6 returned Notice Packets, the Settlement Administrator will use reasonable diligence

7 to obtain a current address and re-mail the envelope to such address within ten (10)
8 calendar days of the receipt of the returned envelope. It will be conclusively presumed

9 that if an envelope has not been returned within thirty (30) days of the mailing that
10 the Class Member received the Notice.
11

12 VII.
13

CLAIM PROCESS

48.

Class Members shall have one hundred twenty (120) days from the

14 Preliminary Approval Date to submit their Claim Forms or Exclusion Forms. The
15 Settlement Administrator shall mail the Notice Packets to the Class Members within
16 thirty (30) days of the Preliminary Approval Date. Claim Forms may be submitted to

17 the Settlement Administrator via U.S. mail. No Claim Forms or Exclusion Forms will
18 be honored if submitted after the deadline to submit claims, except as otherwise
19 mutually agreed by the Parties or ordered by the Court. In the case of mailed Claim
20 Forms or Exclusion Forms, the postmark date will be deemed the date of submission.

21

49.

If a Class Member submits a timely Claim Form that is rejected by the

22 Settlement Administrator as deficient in some material respect (for example, the Class

23 Member failed to sign the Claim Form), the Settlement Administrator will, within
24 three (3) days of receipt of the rejected Claim Form, notify the claimant in writing of

25 the basis for the deficiency and give the claimant a reasonable opportunity to cure the
26 deficiency, including a follow-up telephone call, if necessary.

The Settlement

27 Administrator also will provide the claimant with Class Counsel's contact information

28 in case the claimant wishes to seek Class Counsel's assistance. Class Members shall
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1 have fourteen (14) days from notification of the deficiency to cure the deficiency. In
2 the event a Class Member fails to cure the deficiency by such time, said Class Member
3 will be deemed to have not submitted a timely Claim form.

4

50.

The Settlement Administrator shall provide the Parties' counsel with a

5 report showing the number of claims received (including the numbers of valid and
6 deficient claims) and any opt-outs and objections.

Thirty (30) days prior to the

7 deadline to submit Claim Forms, the Settlement Administrator will send a postcard

8 reminder notice to all Class Members who have not yet submitted Claim Forms. Ten
9 (10) days prior to the deadline to submit Claim Forms, the Settlement Administrator
10 will attempt to contact by telephone any Class Members who still have not submitted

11 Claim Forms by that date and/or leave a telephone reminder message for such Class
12 Members.
13

51.

14

IMPORTANT LEGAL REMINDER

15

Dear Class Member:

16

18

On [insert date] we mailed you a Notice regarding a class action settlement in
which you may be eligible to participate. Our records indicate that you have
not responded. As a reminder to participate in the settlement and share in the
settlement proceeds, you must complete, sign and submit a Claim Form no later
than [insert date] in accordance with the instructions in the Notice.

19

If you lost your Notice or Claim Form, or have any questions regarding this

17

20
21

The text of the above-referenced postcard reminders will state:

reminder, please call the Settlement Administrator at _

-_

-__ .

Thank you,
[Administrator]

22

23

A copy of the above-referenced text of the postcard reminders is attached as
24
25

26
27

28

Exhibit E and incorporated by reference herein.
52.

The text of the above-referenced telephone reminder calls to Class

Members will state, to the extent practicable:
Hello. This is not a solicitation. On [insert date], we mailed [you or Class
Member name] a Notice regarding a class action settlement involving the Fleet
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1

Card Fuels Employee Stock Option Ownership Plan. Our records indicate that
you have not responded. As a reminder, to patticipate in the settlement and
share in the settlement proceeds, you must complete, sign and submit a Claim
Form no later than [insert date] in accordance with tlle instructions in the
Notice. If you lost your Notice or Claim Form or have any: questions regarding
this reminder please call the Settlement Administrator at [phone number].

2
3

4
A copy of the above-referenced text of the reminder telephone call is attached

5

as Exhibit F and incorporated by reference herein.

6

53.

The envelope that the Settlement Administrator uses to mail the Notice

7

Packets will state, to the extent practicable:

8
9

SETTLEMENT FOR PARTICIPANTS IN THE FLEET CARD FUELS ESOP

10

Pamela Carter, et al. v. Strategic Equity Group, et al
Administrator]
[ADDRESS]

11

12
13

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO CLASS MEMBERS REGARDING A
SETTLEMENT:

14

READ THIS NOTICE AS THIS SETTLEMENT IMPACTS YOUR
LEGAL RIGHTS

15

IF YOU WISH TO CLAIM A SHARE OF THE SETTLEMENT, YOU
MUST COMPLETE AND SUBMIT THE ENCLOSED CLAIM FORM
PRIOR TO THE DEADLINE.

16

17
A copy of the above-referenced text of the envelope is attached as Exhibit G

18

and incorporated by reference herein.

19

20
21

VIII.

RESOLUTION OF CLAIM DISPUTES
54.

If a Class Member who receives a Claim Form wishes to dispute the

22

23

calculation of his or her share of the settlement, he may do so as described below.
55.

If a Class Member believes that the Settlement Administrator does not

24

25
26
27

28

have accurate information regarding the number of shares that the Class Member
owned on the date of the redemption, that Class Member may submit additional proof
to the Settlement Administrator in writing.

Any additional information must be

submitted in writing to the Settlement Administrator not later than thirty (30) days
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1 after the date the Settlement Administrator first mails the Notice Packets. Only those
2 individuals whose names appear in the records of The Principal Financial Group, Inc.
3 as participants in the ESOP as of September 28, 2012, or the estates of any deceased
4 participants, through their duly appointed representatives, are eligible to participate
5 in the Settlement. If a person believes that he or she was wrongly excluded from
6 being a member of the Class, the Parties will endeavor to resolve the issue informally.
7 If they are unable to do so, the Parties will refer the matter to the Court for a final

8 determination on whether relief should be provided to such individual.
9

10 IX.
11

REQUESTS TO BE EXCLUDED FROM SETTLEMENT
56.

Class Members who wish to exclude themselves from the Settlement

12 ("opt out" of the Settlement) must submit to the Settlement Administrator, not later
13 than one hundred twenty (120) days after the Preliminary Approval Date, a valid

14 Exclusion Form. Exclusion Forms may be submitted to the Settlement Administrator
15 via U.S. Mail (postmarked no later than 120 days after the Preliminary Approval
16 Date), fax, and/or email. A Class Member who does not complete and submit a valid
17 and timely Exclusion Form or a valid and timely Claim Form in the manner and by
18 the deadline specified above will automatically become a Settlement Class Member,
19 as that term is defined herein, who will have Released Claims (i.e., be barred from

20 separately pursuing any of the Class Members' Released Claims as described in
21 paragraph numbered 71 below) and such Settlement Class Members will not receive
22 a Settlement Payment, and, if the Court approves the Settlement, will be bound by all
23 terms and conditions of the Settlement and by the Judgment. A Class Member who

24 timely submits a valid Exclusion Form will not participate in, or be bound by, the

25 Settlement or the Judgment in any respect. To be valid, Exclusion Forms must be
26 completed in full, signed, and returned to the Settlement Administrator by the
27 deadline as explained above. Class Members cannot both object to and opt-out of this

28 Settlement. Any Class Member who attempts to both object to and opt-out will be
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1 deemed to have opted out and will forfeit the right to object to this Settlement or any

2 of its terms.

57.

3

If a Class Member completes and submits both a Claim Form and an

4 Exclusion Form, the Claim Form will control and the Class Member will be deemed

5 to be a Participating Class Member and will participate in the settlement and be bound
6 by the terms of the Settlement.

58.

7

Class Members who do not submit either a valid and timely Claim Form

8 or a valid and timely Exclusion Form will be deemed a Settlement Class Member,

9 bound by all of the terms of the Settlement, including without limitation, the release
10 set forth in the Settlement and by the Judgment, and will not receive a Settlement
11 Payment.

59.

12

The Parties and their counsel agree that they will not discourage Class

13 Members from filing Claims Forms, or solicit or encourage Class Members to submit
14 Exclusion Forms or objections to the Settlement.
15
16
17

x.

OBJECTIONS TO THE SETTLEMENT

60.

Class Members who wish to object to the Settlement must not exclude

18 themselves from the Settlement and must submit to the Settlement Administrator via
19 U.S. Mail, not later than ninety (90) days after the Preliminary Approval Date

20 ("Objection Deadline"), a written statement objecting to the Settlement and setting
21 forth the grounds for the objection, as explained further in the Notice. This statement
22 also must indicate whether the Class Member intends to appear and object to the
23 Settlement at the Final Approval Hearing. The failure to so indicate will constitute a
24 waiver of the right to appear at the hearing. The Settlement Administrator is required

25 to notify counsel for all Parties about objections to the Settlement. A Class Member
26 who does not submit an objection in the manner and by the deadline specified above
27 shall be deemed to have waived all objections and will be foreclosed from making
28 any objection to the Settlement, whether by appeal or otherwise, absent a contrary
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1 order of the Court.
2

61.

Class Members who wish to object to Plaintiffs and/or Class Counsel's

3 request for attorneys' fees and expenses may do so by following the same procedure

4 as described above.
5

62.

If any Class Member objects to the Settlement and the Parties, or any of

6 them, wish to conduct discovery from the objector, the Parties will meet and confer

7 with the objector (through the objector's counsel, if any) regarding any such discovery
8 sought and any objections thereto. If they are unable to resolve the dispute informally,
9 the Parties will contact the Court for further direction.
10

63.

Notwithstanding anything else in this Agreement, if more than fifteen

11 (15) Class Members opt-out of this settlement by submitting Exclusion Forms, SEG
12 shall have the option to terminate this Agreement so long as notice of the election to

13 terminate the settlement is provided to counsel for all Parties in writing within
14 fourteen (14) days after the deadline for Class Members to exclude themselves or opt
15 out of the settlement. If SEG exercises the termination option, this Agreement shall
16 be null and void and of no force and effect as described in paragraph 74 below.
17

64.

With respect to any objections not filed with the Court, Class Counsel

18 and SEG Counsel will promptly file any such objections with the Court upon receipt.
19 With respect to any requests for exclusion, Class Counsel and SEG Counsel will
20 provide each other with a list of the names of persons who have requested exclusion

21 within ten (10) days after the end of the deadline to submit Exclusion Forms.
22

23 XI.
24

ADDITIONAL BRIEFING AND FINAL APPROVAL
65.

As soon as practicable following the deadline for the filing of claims,

25 and within the time set by the Court, the Representative Plaintiffs will file with the
26 Court a motion for final approval of the Settlement and a memorandum in support of

27 the motion. Plaintiffs' counsel will prepare the motion for final approval and will

28 provide SEG Counsel sufficient opportunity (not less than 30 days before the deadline
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1 for the filing of such motion) to review and comment on the motion before it is filed.
2 At the time of the Final Approval Hearing, and if the Court provides final approval of

3 the Settlement, the Parties shall request that the Court immediately execute and enter
4 the [Proposed] Final Approval Order and [Proposed] Final Judgment substantially in
5 the form of Exhibits H and I, respectively.
6

66.

At the time the Representative Plaintiffs file the motion for final approval

7 of the Settlement, Class Counsel shall provide the Court with a declaration executed
8 by the Settlement Administrator, specifying the due diligence the Settlement

9 Administrator has undertaken with regard to the mailing of the Notice; verifying its
10 settlement administration costs; and reporting on the number of claims, objections,

11 disputes (and status), average claim value, and opt-outs (Exclusion Forms) submitted.
12

67.

Within 30 days of the Preliminary Approval Date, Plaintiffs and/or Class

13 Counsel will move for the Court's approval of the Representative Plaintiffs' payment

14 and Class Counsel's attorneys' fees and costs, together with a memorandum in
15 support of their motion, which SEG will not oppose. Representative Plaintiffs and/or
16 Class Counsel may file a reply in support of the motion for court approval of the
17 Representative Plaintiffs' payments and Class Counsel's attorney's fees and costs, in
18 the event any opposition to the motion for such Representative Plaintiffs' payments,
19 attorneys' fees, and/or costs has been filed.

20

68.

Not later than seven (7) days before the Final Approval Hearing, the

21 Parties may file, jointly or separately, a reply in support of the motion for final
22

approval of the Settlement, in the event any opposition to the motion for final approval

23 has been filed.
24

69.

At or before the hearing on final approval of the Settlement, the Parties

25 will present a Judgment, substantially in the form of Exhibit I hereto, for the Court's
26 entry. After entry of the Judgment, the Court will have continuing jurisdiction over

27 the Action and the Settlement solely for purposes of enforcing the Settlement,

28 addressing settlement administration matters, and addressing such post-Judgment
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1 matters as may be appropriate under court rules or applicable law.
2

70.

Upon filing the motion for final approval of the Settlement, the Parties

3 will submit a [Proposed] Final Approval Order and [Proposed] Final Judgment
4 substantially in the form of Exhibits Hand I, respectively.
5
6 XII.

7

RELEASE OF CLAIMS

71.

Class Members' Released Claims: Upon the Court's final approval of

8 the Settlement, the Representative Plaintiffs and the Class Members (other than those
9 who submit valid and timely Exclusion Forms) will release and discharge SEG, and
10 any of their former and present parents, subsidiaries, divisions, affiliates and related

11 companies, whatever their current or former legal names or legal entity status, any of
12 its or their respective officers, directors, owners, employees, partners, shareholders,

13 agents, attorneys, insurers, reinsurers, successors, assigns, or legal representatives and
14 any individual or entity that could be jointly liable with any Defendant ("Released
15 Parties"), from any and all claims, rights, demands, debts, obligations, guarantees,
16 liabilities and causes of action of every nature and description, whether known or
17 unknown, arising out of their participation in the ESOP including without limitation
18 statutory, constitutional, contractual or common law claims, damages, unpaid costs,
19 penalties, liquidated damages, punitive damages, interest, attorneys' fees, litigation
20 costs, restitution, or equitable relief, arising out of and based on any of the claims

21 asserted in the Complaint filed in this proceeding. The Released Claims include,
22 without limitation, all claims known and unknown meeting the above definition(s)

23 under any and all applicable statutes.
24

72.

Claims Released by the Representative Plaintiffs: The Representative

25 Plaintiffs, individually, upon the Court's final approval of the Settlement, each of
26 them hereby fully and finally releases and discharges the Released Parties from all
27 known and unknown claims that they or any of them may have against SEG, of every

28 nature or description whatsoever, up to the date of the Court's final approval of the
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1 Settlement, in addition to the Released Claims described above. The Representative
2 Plaintiffs waive all rights and benefits afforded by§ 1542 of the California Civil Code,

3 or any other similar provision under federal or state law, which provides:

A GENERAL RELEASE DOES NOT EXTEND TO
CLAIMS, WHICH THE CREDITOR DOES NOT KNOW
OR SUSPECT TO EXIST IN HIS OR HER FAVOR AT
THE TIME OF EXECUTING THE RELEASE, WHICH IF
KNOWN BY HIM OR HER MUST HAVE
MATERIALLY
AFFECTED
HIS
OR
HER
SETTLEMENT WITH THE DEBTOR.

4
5
6
7

8

73.

Accordingly, if the facts relating in any manner to this Stipulation are

9 found hereafter to be other than or different from the facts now believed to be true,

10 the General Release contained herein shall remain effective. Representative Plaintiffs
11 and SEG acknowledge that the foregoing General Release was separately bargained
12 for and is a material element of the Stipulation.
13
14 XIII.
15

TERMINATION PROVISIONS AND SEVERABILITY

74.

If any immaterial provision of this Agreement is declared by the Court

16 to be invalid, void, or unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this Agreement will
17 continue in full force and effect.

If the Court orders or proposes material

18 modifications of, or additions to, this Agreement, its exhibits, any proposed order for
19 preliminary or final approval and judgment, the Parties each agree to exercise their
20 judgment in good faith and not reject proposed modifications that are merely technical
21 or otherwise immaterial to the substance of the Agreement.
22

75.

If the Court refuses to approve this Settlement, enter the Preliminary

23 Approval Order or enter the Final Approval Order, or if the Court requires that any
24 material term of this Agreement be modified, or if the Agreement otherwise
25 terminates as provided herein, and unless cured: (i) the Agreement shall be of no force
26 or effect; (ii) any Preliminary Approval Order and all of its provisions will be vacated;

27 (iii) the Action will revert to the status that existed before this Agreement's execution
28 date; (iv) any certification of the Settlement Class will be vacated without prejudice
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1 to Plaintiffs or the Settlement Class Representatives' right or ability to file a motion

2 for class certification; and (v) no term or draft of this Agreement, or any part or aspect
3 of the Parties' settlement discussions, negotiations, or documentation (including
4 without limitation any declarations and briefs filed in support of the motions for

5 preliminary or final approval) will have any effect or be admissible into evidence, for
6 any purpose, in this Action or any other proceeding.

7

76.

If any of the events described in paragraph 75 above occur before the

8 Settlement Effective Date, either Class Counsel or SEG Counsel may void this

9 Settlement by providing written notice to counsel for all other Parties to the Settlement
10 ("Notice of Termination") within fourteen days (14) days after the event prompting
11 the right to terminate.

The Notice of Termination as to the events set forth in

12 paragraph 74 or any other portion of this Settlement will not become effective to void
13 the Settlement if, within thirty (30) days of the event triggering the Notice of
14 Termination, the Parties reach a written agreement to modify this Settlement
15 Agreement to resolve the issue that gave rise to the Notice of Termination.
16
17 XIV.

18

SIGNATORIES

79.

The respective signatories to the Settlement represent that he, she or they

19 are fully authorized to enter into this Settlement and bind the respective Parties to its
20 terms and conditions.

21

80.

The Parties agree that because the Class Members are so numerous, it is

22 impossible or impractical to have each Class Member execute this Settlement. The
23 Notice will advise all Class Members of the binding nature of the release. This
24 Stipulation shall have the same force and effect as if it were executed by each Class
25 Member.
26

81.

In the event of a conflict between the terms set forth in any

27 communication (including the Notice, the Claim Form, and the Exclusion Form) and
28 this Stipulation, the terms of this Stipulation shall control.
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1

2 XV.
3

MUTUAL FULL COOPERATION

82.

Cooperation to Implement Settlement: The Parties agree to cooperate

4 fully with each other to accomplish the terms of this Settlement, including but not

5 limited to executing such documents and taking such other actions as may reasonably
6 be necessary to implement the terms of the Settlement. The Parties shall use their
7 best efforts, including all efforts contemplated by this Settlement and any other efforts
8 that may become necessary by order of the Court, or otherwise, to effectuate the terms

9 of the Settlement.
10

83.

Disputes: Any dispute between the Parties concerning the interpretation

11 or implementation of this Settlement Agreement will be resolved by the Court. Prior
12 to any such resort to the Court, counsel for the Parties will confer in good faith to

13 resolve the dispute. If the Parties are unable to resolve the dispute themselves, the
14 dispute will be submitted to Robert Meyer Esq. for mediation (the cost of which will
15 be divided equally between the Parties, before being submitted to the Court, unless

16 the Parties agree otherwise.
17

18 XVI.
19

NO PRIOR ASSIGNMENTS

84.

The Parties represent, covenant, and warrant that they have not directly

20 or indirectly assigned, transferred, encumbered, or purported to assign, transfer, or
21 encumber to any person or entity any portion of any liability, claim, demand, action,

22 cause of action, or right released and discharged in this Settlement.
23
24 XVII.
25

NO ADMISSION OF LIABILITY

85.

Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed or deemed an

26 admission of liability, culpability, negligence, or wrongdoing on the part of SEG.
27 Each of the Parties hereto entered into this Settlement with the intention to avoid
28 further disputes and litigation, and the substantial time consumption and expense.
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1 This Agreement shall be inadmissible in evidence in any action or proceeding, except

2 an action or proceeding to approve, interpret, or enforce its terms.

3

86.

This Agreement constitutes a compromise and settlement of disputed

4 claims. No action taken by the Parties, either previously or in connection with the
5 negotiations or proceedings connected with this Agreement, shall be deemed or
6 construed to be an admission of the truth or falsity of any claims or defenses
7 heretofore made, an acknowledgement or admission by any party of any fault,
8 liability, or wrongdoing of any kind whatsoever to any other party, or an

9 acknowledgement or admission that the Action is appropriate for class treatment for
10 any purpose other than this Agreement.

11

87.

Neither this Agreement, nor any act performed or document executed

12 pursuant to or in furtherance of this Agreement or the Settlement, is, may be deemed
13 to be, or may be used as an admission or evidence of the validity or infirmity of ;:my

14 claims made by the Representative Plaintiffs, Class Members, or Class Counsel or
15 any defense raised by SEG.
16

88.

Except as provided herein, neither this Agreement nor any of its terms

17 shall be offered or used as evidence by any of the Parties, Class Members, or their
18 respective counsel in the Action or in any other action or proceeding; provided,
19 however, that nothing contained in this section shall prevent this Agreement from
20 being used, offered, or received in evidence in any proceedings to enforce, construe
21 or finalize the settlement and this Agreement, or from being used in defense of any

22 claims released under the Agreement.
23

89.

To the extent permitted by law, this Agreement may be pleaded as a full

24 and complete defense to, and may be used as the basis for an injunction against, any
25 action, suit or other proceeding which may be instituted, prosecuted, or attempted in

26 breach of this Agreement or bring claims released under the Agreement. Any Party
27 or person released by this Agreement may file this Agreement and/or the Final
28 Approval Order and Final Judgment in any action that may be brought against it in
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1 order to support a defense or counterclaim based on principles of res judicata,
2 collateral estoppel, release, good faith settlement, judgment bar or reduction, or any
3 other theory of claim or issue preclusion or similar defense or counterclaim in any
4 court or administrative or other tribunal.
5
6 XVIII.

90.

7

FAIR, ADEQUATE, AND REASONABLE SETTLEMENT

In the opinions of Class Counsel and Representative Plaintiffs, the

8 Settlement is fair, adequate, and reasonable. In addition, the Parties may request that

9 Robert Meyer, Esq., the mediator in this Action, execute a declaration supporting the
10 Settlement, and the Court may, in its discretion, contact Robert Meyer, Esq. to discuss

11 the Settlement and whether or not the Settlement is fair, adequate, and reasonable.
12
13 XIX.

ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS

91.

14

In the event that one or more of the Parties institute any legal action,

15 arbitration, or other proceeding against any other Party or Parties to enforce the
16 provisions of this Settlement, or to declare rights and/or obligations under this
17 Settlement, the successful Party or Parties shall be entitled to recover from the
18 unsuccessful Party or Parties its or their reasonable attorneys' fees and costs,
19 including expert witness fees incurred in connection with any enforcement actions.
20
21

xx.

22

NO TAX ADVICE

92.

Neither Class Counsel nor SEG Counsel intend anything contained in

23 this Settlement to constitute legal advice regarding the taxability of any amount paid

24 hereunder, nor shall anything in this Settlement be relied upon as such.
25
26 XXI.
27

COMMUNICATIONS

93.

Before the date on which the Parties file their motion for preliminary

28 approval of the Settlement, the Parties and their respective counsel will not initiate
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1 any contact with Class Members about the Settlement, except that Class Counsel and
2 the Representative Plaintiffs, if contacted by a Class Member, may respond that a
3 settlement has been reached and that the details will be communicated in a

4 forthcoming Court-approved notice.
5
6 XXII.
7

RETURNED OR UNCASHED SETTLEMENT CHECKS

94.

Returned Checks:

If a Settlement Payment check is returned as

8 undeliverable, the Settlement Administrator will use its discretion to take all steps

9 necessary to locate an updated mailing address for the Class Member, including
10 without limitation, enhanced skip tracing methods before attempting to resend the

11 check.
12

95.

Uncashed Checks: If a Participating Class Member has not cashed his

13 or her Settlement payment check within ninety (90) days of issuance, the Settlement
14 Administrator shall mail that Participating Class Member a letter reminding him or
15 her of the deadline to cash such check and providing information as to how to obtain
16 a reissued check in the event the check was lost, stolen or misplaced.
17

96.

Any checks issued to Participating Class Members shall remain valid and

18 negotiable for one hundred fifty (150) days from the date of their issuance and may
19 thereafter automatically be cancelled; and the funds represented by such check shall
20 be forwarded, in the name of the Settlement Class Member, to the State of California,
21 Controller- Unclaimed Property Division, for further handling on behalf of the Class
22 Member.
23

97.

Administration of the Settlement shall be completed no later than one

24 hundred eighty ( 180) days after the Settlement becomes Final. Upon completion of
25 administration of the Settlement, the Settlement Administrator shall provide written
26 certification of such completion to Class Counsel and SEG Counsel.
27
28 XXIII.

CONSTRUCTION
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1

98.

Cooperation in Drafting: The Parties agree that the terms and conditions

2 of this Settlement are the result of lengthy, intensive, arm's-length negotiations
3 between the Parties, and that this Settlement shall not be construed in favor of or
4 against any Party by reason of the extent to which any Party or his, its, or their counsel
5 participated in its drafting.
6

99.

Applicable Law: All terms and conditions of this Stipulation and its

7 exhibits will be governed by and interpreted according to the laws of the State of
8 California, without giving effect to any conflict of law principles or choice of law
9 principles.

10
11 XXIV.
12

CAPTIONS AND HEADINGS

100. Captions, headings or paragraph titles in this Settlement are a matter of

13 convenience and for reference, and in no way define, limit, extend, or describe the
14 scope of this Settlement or any provision.

15
16
17

xxv.

MODIFICATION
101. This Settlement may not be changed, altered, or modified, except in

18 writing and signed by the Parties, and approved by the Court. This Settlement may
19 not be discharged except by performance in accordance with its terms or by a writing
20 signed by the Parties.
21
22 XXVI.
23

INTEGRATION CLAUSE

102. This Settlement contains the entire agreement between the Parties

24 relating to the resolution of the Action. All prior or contemporaneous agreements,
25 understandings, representations, and statements, whether oral or written and whether
26 by a Party or such Party's legal counsel, are merged in this Stipulation. No rights
27 under this Stipulation may be waived except in writing.

28
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1 XXVII.

BINDING ON ASSIGNS

103. This Settlement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the

2

3 Parties and their respective heirs, trustees, executors, administrators, successors, and
4 assigns.
5
6 XXVIII.

COUNTERPARTS

104. This Stipulation may be executed in counterparts, and when each Party

7

8 has signed and delivered at least one such counterpart, each counterpart shall be

9 deemed an original, and, when taken together with other signed counterparts, shall
10 constitute one Settlement, which shall be binding upon and effective as to all Parties.
11
12 XXIX.

INTERIM STAY OF PROCEEDINGS IN THIS ACTION

105. The Parties agree to hold in abeyance all proceedings in the Action,

13

14 except such proceedings necessary to implement and complete the Settlement,
15 pending the Final Approval Hearing.
16
17
18

xxx.

SUMMARY OF TIMELINE

106. The Parties will propose to the Court that the order granting preliminary

19 approval of the settlement (Exhibit D) should include the following time line regarding
20 settlement:
21

Last day to send the Class Notice to Class 30

after the Preliminary

--·-~··

22

the Preliminary

23

the Preliminary

24

Class Members to submit

the Preliminary

25

Members to submit

Preliminary

26

27

28

Preliminary
At least 180 days after
Preliminary Approval Date
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1

2 XXXI.

JUIUSDICTION OF' THE COURT

3

107. Jurisdiction:

Upon final approval of the Settlement, the Com1

4 shall retain jurisdiction solely with respect to the interpretation, implementation and
5 enforcement of the terms of this Settlement Agreement and all orders and judgments
6 e ntered in connection therewith; and the Parties and their respectlve counsel submit
7 to the Court's jurisdiction for purposes of interpreting, implementing and enforcing
8 the Settlement embodied in this Stipulation and all orders and judgments entered in
9 connection therewith.
10
11

DATED:~_, 2017

<~~
Pamela Carter

12
13

14

DATED : _ _ ___, 2017
Deborah Martin

15
16

17

DATED: - - - - , 201 7

----------~---~

Christine Morales

18

L9

20

DATED: _ _ _ , 2017
Stanley Caraker

21
22
23

DATED : - - - -, 20l7

Stanley Nicks

24

25

26

DATED: _ _ _ _, 2017
Michaela Vecht

27

28
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2 XXXI.

JURISDICTION OF THE COURT

3

107. Jurisdiction: Upon final approval of the Settlement, the Court

4 shall retain jurisdiction solely with respect to the interpretation, implementation and
5 enforcement of the terms of this Settlement Agreement and all orders and judgments
6 entered in connection therewith; and the Parties and their respective counsel submit

7 to the Court's jurisdiction for purposes of interpreting, implementing and enforcing
8 the Settlement embodied in this Stipulation and all orders and judgments entered in
9 connection therewith.
10
11

DATED:

, 2017
Pamela Carter

12
13
14

DATED:

\\

lZ.\

, 2017

~~. N\~
Deborah Martin

15
16
17

DATED: - -- ----J 2017
Christine Morales

18
19
20

DATED: -

- -·' 2017
Stanley Caraker

21
22

DATED:

___

_.

2017

23

Stanley Nicks

24

25
26

DATED: _ __

, 2017
Michaela V echt

27
28
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2 XXXI.

.JURISDICTION OF THE COL'RT

3

l 07. Jurisdiction: Upon final approval of the Settleme11t, the Court

4 shall retain jurisdiction solely with respect to the interpretation, implementation <md
5 enforcement of the terms of this Settlemenl Agreement and all orders and judgments
6 entered in connection therewith; and the Parties and their respective counsel submit

7 to the Court's jurisdiction for purposes of interpreting, implementing and enforcing
8 the Settlement embodied in this Stipulation and all orders and judgments entered in

9 connection therewith.
10

DATED: _ _ _ _ _, 2017

11

Pamela Carter

12

13
DATED :

14

. 2017

--~

Deborah Martin

15
16

DATED:

17

(}!JV~{)_, 2017

18 '
19

DATED: ___________ _, 20 l 7

20

Stanley Caraker

21
22

I

DAI'ED: _______

~'

2017

23

-----

SLanley Nicks

24
25

26

DATED :

2017

---:V!ichaela Vecht

27
28
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2 XXXJ.

Jl:RlSDICTION OF THE COURT

:3

107. Jurisdiction: Upon final approval of the Settlement, the Court

4 shall retain jurisdiction solely with respect to tl1e interpretation, implementation and
5 enforcemenL of the terms of this Settlement Agreement and all orders and judgments
6 entered in connection therewith; and the Parties and their respective counsel submit

7 to the Court's jurisdiction for purposes of interpreting, implementing and enforcing
8 the Settlement embodied in this Stipulation and all orders and j udgrnents entered in

9 connection therewith.
10

11

DATED:

. 2017

---- ·

Pamela Carter

12
13

14

DATED:

'2017

-

-·--

Deborah Martin

15

16

17

DATED:

- - - - , 2017
C:hnstine

18

19

20

DATED:

li--/Ja.

. 20] 7

~£~

~-~ Stanley Caraker

21
22

DATED:

23

--------' 20 l 7
Stanley Nicks

24
25
26

DATED:

' 2017

Yrichaela Vecht
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JURISDICTION OF THE COURT

3

107. Jurisdiction: Upon final approval of the Settlement, the Court

4 shall retain jurisdiction solely with respect to the interpretation, implementation and
5 enforcement of the terms of this Settlement Agreement and all orders and judgments

6 entered in connection therewith; and the Parties and their respective counsel submit
7 to the Court's jurisdiction for purposes of interpreting, implementing and enforcing

8 the Settlement embodied in this Stipulation and all orders and judgments entered in
9 connection therewith.

10
11

DATED: - - -- , 2017

12

Pamela Carter

13

14

DATED:

___

___,

2017
Deborah Martin

15
16
17

DATED: - - -- , 2017

Christine Morales

18
19

20

DATED: -

- - - ,2017

Stanley Caraker

21

22

23

DATED:~,2017
Stanley Nicks..·/

.

24
25
26

DATED: - - -- ,2017

Michaela Vecht
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1

2 XXXI.

JURISDICTION OF THE COURT

3

107. Jurisdiction: Upon final approval of the Settlement, the Court

4 shall retain jurisdiction solely with respect to the interpretation, implementation and
5 enforcement of the terms of this Settlement Agreement and all orders and judgments

6 entered in connection therewith; and the Parties and their respective counsel submit
7 to the Court's jurisdiction for purposes of interpreting, implementing and enforcing

8 the Settlement embodied in this Stipulation and all orders and judgments entered in
9 connection therewith.
10
11

DATED: - - - -,2017

12

Pamela Carter

13
14

DATED: _ _ _,2017
Deborah Martin

15
16
17

DATED: - - - -, 2017

Christine Morales

18
19

20

DATED:

2017
Stanley Caraker

21
22
23
24

25

DATED: - - - -, 2017

Stanley Nicks

DATED: ~- 2017
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1

DATED:

i J f ~)

---'--+,- - - '

& :JP!~

2017

Bert Schorling

2

-L
I

3
4

DATED: _ _ _ _, 2017
Jeanette Breiten

5
6

7

DATED:

_____, 2017
Raymond Bachar

8
9
10

DATED: - - - - , 2017

Katherine Mitchell

11
12

13

DATED: - - - -, 2017

Stephanie Castro

14

15

DATED: _ _ _ , 2017
Bruce Hinsley

16

17

18

DATED: - - - -, 2017

Arlene Pounds

19

20
21 DATED: _ _ _ _., 2017

STRATEGIC EQUITY GROUP

22

23
24

By:
Its:

25
26
27
28
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DATED: _ _.___, 2017
Bert Schorling

2
3

4

DATED:

, 2017
Jeanette Breiten

5

6
7

DATED:

II- i8'

tfL--/,?k~-

'2017

1.?,

Raymond Bachar

8

9

10

DATED: _ _ _, 2017
Katherine Mitchell

11

12

DATED:

13

, 2017

-·- - - - - - - - - - - - -

-~-~

Stephanie Castro

14
15
16

DATED: - - - -, 2017

17
18

DATED:

___

__,

Bruce Hinsley

2017

Arlene Pounds

19
20

21 DATED: _ _ _, 2017

STRATEGIC EQUITY GROUP

22
23
24

By:
Its:

25
26

27
28
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A

DATED: ______, 2017
Bert Schorling

2

3
4

DATED: _____ ,2017

- - - - - · · - - - - - -··- - - -

Jeanette Breiten

5
6
7

DATED: - - - - , 2017

Raymond Bachar

8
9
10

Di\TED:

'~~";f~'U/U/Yi·1 f /flcf~·Af fj_

!;/zt-1-- -· 2017

Katherine Mitchell

11

12

DATED:

-·-' 2017

13

Stephanie Castro

14
15

DATED : -

-·--·--' 20 l 7

------~--

Bruce Hinsley

16

...

--~

-----

17

18

DATED: - - - -, 2017

Arlene Pounds

1.9

20
21

DATED: ____ _ , 2017

STRATEGIC EQUITY GROUP

22
By:

23

Its:

24

...

25

26
27

28
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DATED: _____ , 2017
Bert Schorling

2

3
4

DATED:

____ ,2017
Jeanette Breiten

5
6
7

DATED: _

_

_

, 2017
Raymond Bachar

8
9

10

DATED: _ _ _ _ , 2017
Katherine Mitchell

11
12

DATED:

bY Jj_, 2017

13
14
15

DATED: _ _ _ , 2017

16

Bruce Hinsley

17
18

DATED : - - - -, 2017
Arlene Pounds

19

20
21 DATED: _ _ _ , 2017

STRATEGIC EQUITY GROUP

22

23

By:

24

Tts:
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27
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DATED:

) 2017
Bert Schorling

2

3

4

DATED:

) 2017
Jeanette Breiten

5
6

7

DATED:

' 2017
Raymond Bachar

8
9
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DATED:

'2017
Katherine Mitchell
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DATED:

'2017
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Stephanie Castro

14
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DATED:
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Bruce Hinsley
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DATED:

'2017
Arlene Pounds

19
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DATED:

___
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2017
Bert Schorling

2
3

4

DATED: _ ____, 2017
Jeanette Breiten

5

6
7

DATED:

___

__,,

2017
Raymond Bachar

8
9
10

DATED:

___

_,

2017
Katherine Mitchell

11
12

DATED:

___
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2017

13

Stephanie Castro

14
15
16

DATED:

___
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2017
Bruce Hinsley

17

18

DATED: \ l ---,;ll , 2017
Arlene Pounds
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21 DATED:

___
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DATED: _ _ _,2017

Bert Schorling

2
3

4

DATED:--~ 2017

Jeanette Breiten

5
6
7

DATED: -

- - -, 2017
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STIPULATION OF SETTLEMENT AND RELEASE

EXHIBIT 7
TO DECLARATION OF
JEFFREY T. BELTON
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
ATTORNEY’S FEES, LITIGATION
EXPENSES, AND SETTLEMENT
ADMINISTRATION COSTS

Simpluris, Inc.

Class Action Settlement Administration

Simple. Value.

3176 Pullman St - # 123 - Costa Mesa - CA

www.simpluris.com
Estimate #:
Estimate Date:
Expiration Date:

7682V3
6/13/2017
5/4/2019

Prepared By:
Direct Dial #
Email:

Plaintiff Attorney
Attorney/Client: Jeff and Stephanie Belton
Firm:
Belton Law Office
Email:
stephaniebelton@gmail.com

Case Name:

Michael Sutherland
321-223-5067
msutherland@simpluris.com

Defense Attorney
Attorney/Client:
Firm:
Email:

Carter, et al. vs. Strategic Equity Group: Settlement

Anticipated Total Cost
Discount Given
Estimated Fees*

$9,742.50
$405.00
$9,338

Notes:
1) Estimated administration fees assume that Simpluris will receive the data in a single Excel file and that there are no substantial
changes to class size or response rate.
2) Case Setup and Notification Fees will be invoiced upon initial case mailing
Total Possible Class Size:
Response Rate:
Length of Response Period:
Mailing Document Language:
Reminder Postcard:

150
85%
60
English
Yes

Undeliverable Rate:
Call Rate:
Fund Distribution:
Redistribution:
State Wage Reporting:

5%
20%
Simpluris
None
California

Case Setup
Data Compilation - Develop Case Specific Response Tracking - Error Reports
Category
Unit Value
# of Units
Project Manager - Case Setup
$75.00
3
Website Posting of Documents/Simpluris
$500.00
1
Database Manager - Initial Data Analysis
$125.00
3
Total

Total
$225.00
$500.00
$375.00
$1,100.00

Notification
Mailing Notice Pack- 7 Pg Notice, 2 different claim forms, opt out card, BRE, Printed Double Sided - English/2 separate mailings
Category
Unit Value
# of Units
Total
Mailing Notice Pack
$1.50
300
$450.00
Postage
$0.55
300
$165.00
NCOA
$325.00
1
$325.00
Skip Trace-Declined by client
$1.50
0
$0.00
Undeliverable Processing
$0.50
15
$7.50
Remail Notice Pack
$2.00
15
$30.00
Re-mail Postage
$0.55
15
$8.25
Reminder Post Card
$0.60
128
$76.50
Pre Paid Postage for returned mail
$0.58
150
$87.00
Clerical
$50.00
8
$400.00
$1,549.25

Call Center
Establish Case Specific Toll Free Number for Live Call Center Support
Category
Unit Value
# of Units
Customer Service Reps/Call Center Support
$75.00
6
Total

Total
$450.00
$450.00

Simpluris, Inc.

Class Action Settlement Administration
1

Confidential and Proprietary

Simple. Value.

3176 Pullman St - # 123 - Costa Mesa - CA

Claims Administration
Process Mailed in Opt-Outs or Objections
Unit Value
# of Units
Database Manager
$125.00
2
Dispute/Deficient Responses - One Cure Letter
$2.50
6
Opt Out Processing
$2.50
6
SSN Verification
$75.00
2
Data Entry
$50.00
1
Claim Procesing
$2.00
128
Claims Administrator
$75.00
4
Project Manager
$125.00
4
Declaration
$500.00
1
Weekly Reporting to Counsel
WAIVED
12 Wks of Reporting
Category

Total
$250.00
$15.00
$15.00
$150.00
$50.00
$255.00
$300.00
$500.00
$500.00
$0.00

Total

$2,035.00

Distribution
Setup a Disbursement Account
Print & Mail Checks to Class Members- 1099's/W-2-- File Reports with Appropriate Federal & State Taxing Authorities
Account Management & Reconciliation
Category
Unit Value
# of Units
Total
Disbursement Data Preparation
$125.00
3
Disbursement Manager - Data Validation
$75.00
1
Setup Banking Account/QSF
$300.00
1
Print & Mail-Checks/1099s/W-2/One Pg. Notice
$4.00
150
Postage
$0.48
150
Process Returned Checks
$0.50
23
Skip Trace Undeliverable Checks
$5.00
23
Remail Checks
$5.00
23
QSF Account Reconciliation
$500.00
1
Individual State Tax Reporting
$250.00
1
QSF Reporting/Declaration
$500.00
1
QSF Annual Tax Preparation Fee
$750.00
1
Reissuing Checks
$5.00
2
Reissuing 1099s/W-2
$5.00
2
Responding to IRS, State, Agency Inquiries
$75.00
1
Disbursement Manager
$125.00
3
Total

2

$375.00
$75.00
$300.00
$600.00
$72.00
$11.25
$112.50
$112.50
$500.00
$250.00
$500.00
$750.00
$10.00
$10.00
$75.00
$375.00
$4,128.25

Confidential and Proprietary

Simpluris, Inc.

Class Action Settlement Administration

Simple. Value.

3176 Pullman St - # 123 - Costa Mesa - CA

Case Wrap Up
Category
Data Manager-Final Reporting
Clerical-Clean Up Any Misc
Project Manager-Wrap-up Final Issues

Send Final Reports to Counsel
Unit Value
$125.00
$40.00
$75.00

# of Units
2
2
2

Total
$250.00
$80.00
$150.00

Total

Total Case Costs

3

$480.00

$9,742.50

Confidential and Proprietary

All administration services to be provided by Simpluris to Client, are provided subject to the following terms and conditions:
1. Services. Simpluris agrees to provide Client those services set forth in the Bid (the “Services”) to which these terms and conditions are attached and which has been
provided to Client. As compensation for such Services, Client agrees to pay the fees for Services outlined in the Bid. However, Client such fees for Services are estimated
based on the requirements provided by Client and actual fees charged by Simpluris may be greater or less than such estimate and Client will be responsible for the
payment of all such fees.
2. Billing and Payment. Simpluris will invoice Client on a regular basis unless a specific timeframe is otherwise set forth in the Bid. Client shall pay all invoices within 30
days of receipt. Amounts unpaid after thirty (30) days are subject to a service charge at the rate of 1.5% per month or, if less, the highest rate permitted by law. Services
are not provided on a contingency basis and Client shall remain liable to Simpluris for all fees for the Services, regardless of any court decisions, and/or actions by the
parties, including disapproval or withdrawal of a settlement.
3. Retention of Documents. Unless directed otherwise in writing by the Client, Simpluris will destroy all undeliverable mail (except for undeliverable checks) on the
date that it is processed and retained in Simpluris’ system. Simpluris will maintain records to establish that the subject mail is undeliverable. Simpluris will retain
undeliverable checks until the Qualified Settlement Fund is closed. Simpluris will also retain all other class member and putative class member correspondence (including
without limitation, claims forms and opt out forms) for one year after final distribution of funds or benefits, or until the date that the disposition of the case is no longer
subject to appeal or review, whichever is later. Lastly, Simpluris will retain bank & tax documents for such period of time as it determines is required to maintain
compliance with various federal and state requirements.
4. Limitation of Liability; Disclaimer of Warranties. Simpluris warrants that it will perform the Services diligently, with competence and reasonable care. Simpluris’
only obligation will be to correct any non‐conformance with the foregoing warranty. In no event will Simpluris be liable for any lost profits/opportunities, business
interruption or delay or, special, consequential , or incidental damages incurred by Client relating to the performance of the Services, regardless of whether Client’s claim
is for breach of contract, tort (including negligence and strict liability) or otherwise. Under no circumstances will Simpluris be liable to Client for any claims, losses, costs,
penalties, fines, judgment or damages, including court costs and reasonable attorney’s fees (collectively, “Losses”), whether direct or indirect, arising out of, related to, or
in connection with Services in an amount in excess of the total fees charged or chargeable to Client for the particular portion of the Services affected by Simpluris’
omission or error.
THE WARRANTIES SET FORTH IN THIS SECTION ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
5. Force Majeure. To the extent performance by Simpluris of any of its obligations hereunder is substantially prevented by reason of any act of God or because of any
other matter beyond Simpluris’ reasonable control, then such performance shall be excused and this Agreement, at Simpluris’ option, be deemed suspended during the
continuation of such condition and for a reasonable time thereafter.
6. Rights in Data. Client agrees that it will not obtain, nor does Simpluris convey, any rights of ownership in the programs, system data, or materials provided or used
by Simpluris in the performance of the Services.
7. Electronic Communications. During the provision of the Services the parties may wish to communicate electronically with each other at a business e‐mail address.
However, the electronic transmission of information cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error free and such information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost,
destroyed, arrive late or incomplete or otherwise be adversely affected or unsafe to use. Accordingly, each party agrees to use commercially reasonable procedures to
check for the then most commonly known viruses and to check the integrity of data before sending information to the other electronically, but each party recognizes that
such procedures cannot be a guarantee that transmissions will be virus free. It remains the responsibility of the party receiving an electronic communication from the
other to carry out a virus check on any attachments before launching any documents whether received on disk or otherwise.
8. Notice. Any notice required or permitted hereunder shall be in writing and shall be delivered personally, by, or sent by registered mail, postage prepaid, or overnight
courier and shall be deemed given when so delivered personally, or, if mailed, five days after the date of deposit in United States mail, or, if sent by courier, one business
day after delivery to such courier service. Notice should be addressed to an officer or principal of Client and Simpluris, as the case may be.
9. Waiver. Failure or delay on the part of a party to exercise any right, power or privilege hereunder shall not operate as a waiver thereof or any of other subject,
right, power or privilege.
10. Termination. Client may terminate the Services at anytime upon 30 days prior written notice to Simpluris. Termination of Services shall in no event relieve Client of
its obligation make any payments due and payable to Simpluris in respect of Services rendered up to the effective date of Termination. Simpluris may terminate this
Agreement (i) for any reason upon no less than 90 days prior written notice to the Client; or (ii) upon 15 calendar days' prior written notice, if the Client is not current in
payment of fees.
11. Jurisdiction. The parties hereto irrevocably and unconditionally submit to the jurisdiction of the Court of the applicable case for purposes of any suit, action or
proceeding to enforce any provision of, or based on any right arising out of, this Agreement. The parties hereto hereby irrevocably and unconditionally waive any
objection to the laying of venue of any such suit, action or proceeding in such Court.
12. Survival. Any remedies for breach of this Agreement, this Section and the following Sections will survive any expiration or termination of this Agreement: Section 4 ‐
Limitation of Liability; Disclaimer of Warranties, Section 6 – Rights in Data, and Section 12‐ Jurisdiction, 14 ‐Confidentiality, and Section 15 – Indemnification.
13. Entire Agreement. These Terms and Conditions and the proposal embody the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the subject matter hereof, and
cancels and supersedes all prior negotiations, representations, and agreements related thereto, either written or oral, except to the extent they are expressly
incorporated herein. No changes in, additions to, or waivers of, the terms and conditions set forth herein will be binding upon any party, unless approved in writing by
such party's authorized representative.
14. Confidentiality. Simpluris maintains reasonable and appropriate safeguards to protect the confidentiality and security of data provided by Client to Simpluris in
connection with the Services. If, pursuant to a court order or other proceeding, a third party requests that Simpluris to disclose any confidential data provided by or for
Client, Simpluris will promptly notify the Client unless prohibited by applicable law. Client will then have the option to provide Simpluris with qualified legal
representation at Client’s expense to defend against such request. If, pursuant to a court order, Simpluris is required to disclose data, produce documents, or otherwise
act in contravention of the obligation to maintain confidentiality set forth in these terms and conditions, Simpluris will not be liable for breach of said obligation.
15. Indemnification. Client will indemnify and hold Simpluris (and the officers, employees, affiliates and agents harmless against any Losses incurred by Simpluris, arising
out of, in connection with , or related to (i) any breach of the terms by Client; (ii) the processing and handling of any payment by Simpluris in accordance with Client’s
instructions, including without limitation, the imposition of any stop payment or void payment on any check or the wrongful dishonor of a check by Simpluris pursuant to
Client’s instructions.
16. Severability. If any term or condition or provisions of this Agreement shall be held to be invalid, illegal, unenforceable or in conflict with the law of any jurisdiction,
the validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired thereby.
17. Database Administration. Simpluris’ database administration for Client assumes that Client will provide complete data that includes all information required to send
notifications and calculate and mail settlement payments. Data must be provided in a complete, consistent, standardized electronic format. Simpluris’ standardized
format is Microsoft Excel, however, Simpluris may accept other formats at its discretion. Further developments or enhancements to non‐standardized data will be billed
to Client by Simpluris on a time and materials basis according to Simpluris’ Standard Rates.
Confidential and Proprietary

Simpluris Security Summary – White Paper
Simpluris is committed to the security and overall protection of not only our data and information but our client’s data
and information, as well. As a demonstration of our commitment, we maintain SOC 2 Certification which requires strict
adherence to policies and procedures surrounding information security, including processing and storage of
confidential customer data. Simpluris supports a comprehensive, written Information Security Program that complies
with all applicable laws and regulations (e.g. HIPAA, Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, MA 201 CMR 17.00) and is designed to
(a) ensure the security, privacy and confidentiality of Client and Class Member Information, (b) protect against any
reasonably anticipated threats or hazards to the security or integrity of Client or Class Member Information, and (c)
protect against unauthorized access to, use, deletion, or modification of Class Member Information. Simpluris has
designated specific employees to be responsible for the administration of its Information Security Program. Also,
Simpluris regularly and routinely monitors, tests, and updates our Information Security Program.
Simpluris uses Client and Class Member Information only for the purposes for which its’ clients provide it, as described
in any Agreements or Court Orders governing the provision of Simpluris’ services in any particular case. Simpluris
maintains a process for identifying, assessing, and mitigating the risks to Class Member Information in each relevant
area of Simpluris’ operations. At Simpluris, we continuously evaluate the effectiveness of the safeguards for controlling
these risks to data and bank accounts. Simpluris restricts access to Class Member Information only to those
employees, agents, or subcontractors who need to know the information to perform their jobs. Simpluris performs
background checks of all its employees that will have access to Sensitive Personal Information, including a review of
their references, employment eligibility, education, and criminal history to ensure they do not pose a risk to the security
of Client or Class Member Information.
Simpluris adheres to the following industry best practices to safeguard its systems which process, store or transmit
Client and Class Member Information:
• Identity and Access Management;
• Complex passwords are routinely and regularly changed;
• Role-based access control systems to limit individual employee access to network applications and systems
based on their particular job role and function;
• Data Loss Prevention and Intrusion Prevention System software at multiple layers to prevent from internal and
external threats of data leaks, malicious activity, and policy violations
• Encryption of Class Member Information if transmitted over public or wireless networks (e.g., via email, FTP, the
Internet, etc.);
• Implementation of a Secure File Transfer system (using SSL encryption) for transmitting documents back and forth
to clients;
• Encryption of servers, portable media, laptops, desktops, smartphones, mobile devices, and new technologies that
store Class Member Information;
• Complex password authentication for remote access to Company’s networks;
• Upon hire and annually after that, training of all employees with access to Class Member Information, (including
any agents, and subcontractors with access to Class Member Information) about their obligations to implement the
Information Security Program;
• Strict disciplinary measures for employees who violate the Information Security Program;
• Preventing terminated employees from accessing Class Member Information;
• Appropriately configured and updated firewall, antivirus, and spyware software;
• Prompt application of vendor-recommended security patches and updates to systems and other applications to
avoid any adverse impact on Class Member Information;
• Separation of Duties;
• Infrastructure and Physical Security;
• Business Continuity Planning;
• Disaster Recovery Planning

